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A. Ingle - 4A. Ingle - 4A. Ingle - 4A. Ingle - 4
1       ASHLEIGH INGLE , affirmed1       ASHLEIGH INGLE , affirmed1       ASHLEIGH INGLE , affirmed1       ASHLEIGH INGLE , affirmed
2       CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. CARSTEN:2       CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. CARSTEN:2       CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. CARSTEN:2       CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. CARSTEN:
3333
4       1.               Q.     Ms. Ingle, my name is Tudor Carsten. 4       1.               Q.     Ms. Ingle, my name is Tudor Carsten. 4       1.               Q.     Ms. Ingle, my name is Tudor Carsten. 4       1.               Q.     Ms. Ingle, my name is Tudor Carsten. 
5               I'm the lawyer for the Canadian Federation of5               I'm the lawyer for the Canadian Federation of5               I'm the lawyer for the Canadian Federation of5               I'm the lawyer for the Canadian Federation of
6               Students - Ontario.  I'll be asking you a series of6               Students - Ontario.  I'll be asking you a series of6               Students - Ontario.  I'll be asking you a series of6               Students - Ontario.  I'll be asking you a series of
7               questions on your affidavit sworn...rather affirmed7               questions on your affidavit sworn...rather affirmed7               questions on your affidavit sworn...rather affirmed7               questions on your affidavit sworn...rather affirmed
8               May 5th, 2014.  Do you understand that? 8               May 5th, 2014.  Do you understand that? 8               May 5th, 2014.  Do you understand that? 8               May 5th, 2014.  Do you understand that? 
9                        A.     Yes. 9                        A.     Yes. 9                        A.     Yes. 9                        A.     Yes. 
10      2.               Q.     Great.  If at any moment I'm10      2.               Q.     Great.  If at any moment I'm10      2.               Q.     Great.  If at any moment I'm10      2.               Q.     Great.  If at any moment I'm
11              unclear, if I speak too fast, which often I do, if11              unclear, if I speak too fast, which often I do, if11              unclear, if I speak too fast, which often I do, if11              unclear, if I speak too fast, which often I do, if
12              you're not sure what I'm asking, please ask me to12              you're not sure what I'm asking, please ask me to12              you're not sure what I'm asking, please ask me to12              you're not sure what I'm asking, please ask me to
13              slow down or rephrase or explain, and I'm happy to13              slow down or rephrase or explain, and I'm happy to13              slow down or rephrase or explain, and I'm happy to13              slow down or rephrase or explain, and I'm happy to
14              do so.  If at any moment during my examination,14              do so.  If at any moment during my examination,14              do so.  If at any moment during my examination,14              do so.  If at any moment during my examination,
15              which will admittedly be quite brief, you would like15              which will admittedly be quite brief, you would like15              which will admittedly be quite brief, you would like15              which will admittedly be quite brief, you would like
16              a break, please let me know and I am happy to16              a break, please let me know and I am happy to16              a break, please let me know and I am happy to16              a break, please let me know and I am happy to
17              provide you with one.  Is all that that? 17              provide you with one.  Is all that that? 17              provide you with one.  Is all that that? 17              provide you with one.  Is all that that? 
18                       A.     Yes. 18                       A.     Yes. 18                       A.     Yes. 18                       A.     Yes. 
19      3.               Q.     Thank you.  If you please have your19      3.               Q.     Thank you.  If you please have your19      3.               Q.     Thank you.  If you please have your19      3.               Q.     Thank you.  If you please have your
20              affidavit in front of you? 20              affidavit in front of you? 20              affidavit in front of you? 20              affidavit in front of you? 
21                       A.     M'hm. 21                       A.     M'hm. 21                       A.     M'hm. 21                       A.     M'hm. 
22      4.               Q.     Paragraph 12 of your affidavit, if22      4.               Q.     Paragraph 12 of your affidavit, if22      4.               Q.     Paragraph 12 of your affidavit, if22      4.               Q.     Paragraph 12 of your affidavit, if
23              you could please read paragraph 12 just to yourself,23              you could please read paragraph 12 just to yourself,23              you could please read paragraph 12 just to yourself,23              you could please read paragraph 12 just to yourself,
24              and refamiliarize yourself with what you said, and24              and refamiliarize yourself with what you said, and24              and refamiliarize yourself with what you said, and24              and refamiliarize yourself with what you said, and
25              then I'll ask you a series of questions?  25              then I'll ask you a series of questions?  25              then I'll ask you a series of questions?  25              then I'll ask you a series of questions?  

A. Ingle - 5A. Ingle - 5A. Ingle - 5A. Ingle - 5
1                        A.     Yes. 1                        A.     Yes. 1                        A.     Yes. 1                        A.     Yes. 
2       5.               Q.     On what basis were these canvassers2       5.               Q.     On what basis were these canvassers2       5.               Q.     On what basis were these canvassers2       5.               Q.     On what basis were these canvassers
3               selected? 3               selected? 3               selected? 3               selected? 
4                        A.     They were people who I knew4                        A.     They were people who I knew4                        A.     They were people who I knew4                        A.     They were people who I knew
5               personally who were interested in collecting5               personally who were interested in collecting5               personally who were interested in collecting5               personally who were interested in collecting
6               signatures. 6               signatures. 6               signatures. 6               signatures. 
7       6.               Q.     So these are just your friends who7       6.               Q.     So these are just your friends who7       6.               Q.     So these are just your friends who7       6.               Q.     So these are just your friends who
8               were interested in collecting signatures? 8               were interested in collecting signatures? 8               were interested in collecting signatures? 8               were interested in collecting signatures? 
9                        A.     Yes. 9                        A.     Yes. 9                        A.     Yes. 9                        A.     Yes. 
10      7.               Q.     Did you have any standards10      7.               Q.     Did you have any standards10      7.               Q.     Did you have any standards10      7.               Q.     Did you have any standards
11              whatsoever for selecting them, or that was it? 11              whatsoever for selecting them, or that was it? 11              whatsoever for selecting them, or that was it? 11              whatsoever for selecting them, or that was it? 
12                       A.     I mean, they were people who I knew,12                       A.     I mean, they were people who I knew,12                       A.     I mean, they were people who I knew,12                       A.     I mean, they were people who I knew,
13              who were friends of mine, who also knew about the13              who were friends of mine, who also knew about the13              who were friends of mine, who also knew about the13              who were friends of mine, who also knew about the
14              Canadian Federation of Students, and were interested14              Canadian Federation of Students, and were interested14              Canadian Federation of Students, and were interested14              Canadian Federation of Students, and were interested
15              in collecting signatures for defederation, to have a15              in collecting signatures for defederation, to have a15              in collecting signatures for defederation, to have a15              in collecting signatures for defederation, to have a
16              vote on defederation.16              vote on defederation.16              vote on defederation.16              vote on defederation.
17      8.               Q.     Okay.  Please name them for me. 17      8.               Q.     Okay.  Please name them for me. 17      8.               Q.     Okay.  Please name them for me. 17      8.               Q.     Okay.  Please name them for me. 
18                       A.     Okay. 18                       A.     Okay. 18                       A.     Okay. 18                       A.     Okay. 
19                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Is this attached to a19                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Is this attached to a19                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Is this attached to a19                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Is this attached to a
20                       particular argument? 20                       particular argument? 20                       particular argument? 20                       particular argument? 
21      9.               MR. CARSTEN:     Yes.21      9.               MR. CARSTEN:     Yes.21      9.               MR. CARSTEN:     Yes.21      9.               MR. CARSTEN:     Yes.
22222222
23      BY MR. CARSTEN :23      BY MR. CARSTEN :23      BY MR. CARSTEN :23      BY MR. CARSTEN :
24      10.              Q.     Please. 24      10.              Q.     Please. 24      10.              Q.     Please. 24      10.              Q.     Please. 
25                       A.     I think I would... 25                       A.     I think I would... 25                       A.     I think I would... 25                       A.     I think I would... 



A. Ingle - 6A. Ingle - 6A. Ingle - 6A. Ingle - 6
1                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Maybe it would assist if1                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Maybe it would assist if1                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Maybe it would assist if1                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Maybe it would assist if
2                        we knew the relevance of what the...2                        we knew the relevance of what the...2                        we knew the relevance of what the...2                        we knew the relevance of what the...
3       11.              MR. CARSTEN:     Sure, the canvassers have3       11.              MR. CARSTEN:     Sure, the canvassers have3       11.              MR. CARSTEN:     Sure, the canvassers have3       11.              MR. CARSTEN:     Sure, the canvassers have
4                        to be members of the UTGSU.  So I'm trying4                        to be members of the UTGSU.  So I'm trying4                        to be members of the UTGSU.  So I'm trying4                        to be members of the UTGSU.  So I'm trying
5                        to identify if they were. 5                        to identify if they were. 5                        to identify if they were. 5                        to identify if they were. 
6666
7       BY MR. CARSTEN :7       BY MR. CARSTEN :7       BY MR. CARSTEN :7       BY MR. CARSTEN :
8       12.              Q.     Please, their names.8       12.              Q.     Please, their names.8       12.              Q.     Please, their names.8       12.              Q.     Please, their names.
9                        A.     I'm not even sure if I could9                        A.     I'm not even sure if I could9                        A.     I'm not even sure if I could9                        A.     I'm not even sure if I could
10              remember all of their last names right now.  So10              remember all of their last names right now.  So10              remember all of their last names right now.  So10              remember all of their last names right now.  So
11              Jason Dumelie was one.  11              Jason Dumelie was one.  11              Jason Dumelie was one.  11              Jason Dumelie was one.  
12      13.              Q.     How do you spell Dumelie...or let me12      13.              Q.     How do you spell Dumelie...or let me12      13.              Q.     How do you spell Dumelie...or let me12      13.              Q.     How do you spell Dumelie...or let me
13              do it differently.  Can you undertake after this13              do it differently.  Can you undertake after this13              do it differently.  Can you undertake after this13              do it differently.  Can you undertake after this
14              cross-examination to provide me with the full14              cross-examination to provide me with the full14              cross-examination to provide me with the full14              cross-examination to provide me with the full
15              spelling of these people's names so I don't have to15              spelling of these people's names so I don't have to15              spelling of these people's names so I don't have to15              spelling of these people's names so I don't have to
16              go through it now? 16              go through it now? 16              go through it now? 16              go through it now? 
17                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Might it be easier if we17                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Might it be easier if we17                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Might it be easier if we17                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Might it be easier if we
18                       provide you with an undertaking to give you18                       provide you with an undertaking to give you18                       provide you with an undertaking to give you18                       provide you with an undertaking to give you
19                       a list of the...make best efforts to get a19                       a list of the...make best efforts to get a19                       a list of the...make best efforts to get a19                       a list of the...make best efforts to get a
20                       list of the people at a later time? 20                       list of the people at a later time? 20                       list of the people at a later time? 20                       list of the people at a later time? 
21      14.              MR. CARSTEN:     Okay, let's see what21      14.              MR. CARSTEN:     Okay, let's see what21      14.              MR. CARSTEN:     Okay, let's see what21      14.              MR. CARSTEN:     Okay, let's see what
22                       evidence we have now, and then you can22                       evidence we have now, and then you can22                       evidence we have now, and then you can22                       evidence we have now, and then you can
23                       provide me with the rest later.23                       provide me with the rest later.23                       provide me with the rest later.23                       provide me with the rest later.
24242424
25      BY MR. CARSTEN :25      BY MR. CARSTEN :25      BY MR. CARSTEN :25      BY MR. CARSTEN :

A. Ingle - 7A. Ingle - 7A. Ingle - 7A. Ingle - 7
1       15.              Q.     So you have Jason Dumelis? 1       15.              Q.     So you have Jason Dumelis? 1       15.              Q.     So you have Jason Dumelis? 1       15.              Q.     So you have Jason Dumelis? 
2                        A.     Jason Dumelie.2                        A.     Jason Dumelie.2                        A.     Jason Dumelie.2                        A.     Jason Dumelie.
3       16.              Q.     Dumelie, sorry.3       16.              Q.     Dumelie, sorry.3       16.              Q.     Dumelie, sorry.3       16.              Q.     Dumelie, sorry.
4                        A.     He helped me on the first day.4                        A.     He helped me on the first day.4                        A.     He helped me on the first day.4                        A.     He helped me on the first day.
5       17.              Q.     Okay.5       17.              Q.     Okay.5       17.              Q.     Okay.5       17.              Q.     Okay.
6                        A.     I think Jason and Allison.  I don't6                        A.     I think Jason and Allison.  I don't6                        A.     I think Jason and Allison.  I don't6                        A.     I think Jason and Allison.  I don't
7               know their last names.7               know their last names.7               know their last names.7               know their last names.
8       18.              Q.     This is a different Jason? 8       18.              Q.     This is a different Jason? 8       18.              Q.     This is a different Jason? 8       18.              Q.     This is a different Jason? 
9                        A.     Yes, it is.9                        A.     Yes, it is.9                        A.     Yes, it is.9                        A.     Yes, it is.
10      19.              Q.     Okay. 10      19.              Q.     Okay. 10      19.              Q.     Okay. 10      19.              Q.     Okay. 
11                       A.     I'm just trying to think who was11                       A.     I'm just trying to think who was11                       A.     I'm just trying to think who was11                       A.     I'm just trying to think who was
12              actually involved in the beginning, because12              actually involved in the beginning, because12              actually involved in the beginning, because12              actually involved in the beginning, because
13              obviously over time there was more than six people13              obviously over time there was more than six people13              obviously over time there was more than six people13              obviously over time there was more than six people
14              collecting signatures.  So for other people, I would14              collecting signatures.  So for other people, I would14              collecting signatures.  So for other people, I would14              collecting signatures.  So for other people, I would
15              want to double-check that they were involved on that15              want to double-check that they were involved on that15              want to double-check that they were involved on that15              want to double-check that they were involved on that
16              first day, collecting signatures.16              first day, collecting signatures.16              first day, collecting signatures.16              first day, collecting signatures.
17      20.              Q.     Okay, so these are just the people17      20.              Q.     Okay, so these are just the people17      20.              Q.     Okay, so these are just the people17      20.              Q.     Okay, so these are just the people
18              from the first day? 18              from the first day? 18              from the first day? 18              from the first day? 
19                       A.     M'hm.19                       A.     M'hm.19                       A.     M'hm.19                       A.     M'hm.
20      21.              Q.     So the six to eight friends, those20      21.              Q.     So the six to eight friends, those20      21.              Q.     So the six to eight friends, those20      21.              Q.     So the six to eight friends, those
21              six to eight friends were getting signatures on the21              six to eight friends were getting signatures on the21              six to eight friends were getting signatures on the21              six to eight friends were getting signatures on the
22              first day? 22              first day? 22              first day? 22              first day? 
23                       A.     So this was the initial group of23                       A.     So this was the initial group of23                       A.     So this was the initial group of23                       A.     So this was the initial group of
24              people who I contacted because obviously, like,24              people who I contacted because obviously, like,24              people who I contacted because obviously, like,24              people who I contacted because obviously, like,
25              before we were collecting signatures, no one knew25              before we were collecting signatures, no one knew25              before we were collecting signatures, no one knew25              before we were collecting signatures, no one knew

A. Ingle - 8A. Ingle - 8A. Ingle - 8A. Ingle - 8
1               that this was happening.  So these were the first,1               that this was happening.  So these were the first,1               that this was happening.  So these were the first,1               that this was happening.  So these were the first,
2               like, six to eight friends that I contacted in the2               like, six to eight friends that I contacted in the2               like, six to eight friends that I contacted in the2               like, six to eight friends that I contacted in the
3               first couple of days to help me at that point.3               first couple of days to help me at that point.3               first couple of days to help me at that point.3               first couple of days to help me at that point.
4       22.              Q.     Okay. 4       22.              Q.     Okay. 4       22.              Q.     Okay. 4       22.              Q.     Okay. 
5                        A.     Over time, I did get in contact with5                        A.     Over time, I did get in contact with5                        A.     Over time, I did get in contact with5                        A.     Over time, I did get in contact with
6               more people, and get more people involved, because6               more people, and get more people involved, because6               more people, and get more people involved, because6               more people, and get more people involved, because
7               you can't collect over 3,000 signatures in a period7               you can't collect over 3,000 signatures in a period7               you can't collect over 3,000 signatures in a period7               you can't collect over 3,000 signatures in a period
8               of, like, a week and a half to two weeks with only8               of, like, a week and a half to two weeks with only8               of, like, a week and a half to two weeks with only8               of, like, a week and a half to two weeks with only
9               six people.9               six people.9               six people.9               six people.
10      23.              Q.     Understood.  So we have two Jasons10      23.              Q.     Understood.  So we have two Jasons10      23.              Q.     Understood.  So we have two Jasons10      23.              Q.     Understood.  So we have two Jasons
11              and an Allison? 11              and an Allison? 11              and an Allison? 11              and an Allison? 
12                       A.     M'hm.12                       A.     M'hm.12                       A.     M'hm.12                       A.     M'hm.
13      24.              Q.     Anyone else you can think of right13      24.              Q.     Anyone else you can think of right13      24.              Q.     Anyone else you can think of right13      24.              Q.     Anyone else you can think of right
14              now? 14              now? 14              now? 14              now? 
15                       A.     I can think of people, but I want to15                       A.     I can think of people, but I want to15                       A.     I can think of people, but I want to15                       A.     I can think of people, but I want to
16              double-check that they were actually involved in16              double-check that they were actually involved in16              double-check that they were actually involved in16              double-check that they were actually involved in
17              this at the beginning.17              this at the beginning.17              this at the beginning.17              this at the beginning.
18      25.              Q.     Okay.  At this point, I would like18      25.              Q.     Okay.  At this point, I would like18      25.              Q.     Okay.  At this point, I would like18      25.              Q.     Okay.  At this point, I would like
19              the undertaking that you offered earlier, to provide19              the undertaking that you offered earlier, to provide19              the undertaking that you offered earlier, to provide19              the undertaking that you offered earlier, to provide
20              me with the full list of the names of the people who20              me with the full list of the names of the people who20              me with the full list of the names of the people who20              me with the full list of the names of the people who
21              were initially involved, the six to eight...more21              were initially involved, the six to eight...more21              were initially involved, the six to eight...more21              were initially involved, the six to eight...more
22              specifically the six to eight friends and colleagues22              specifically the six to eight friends and colleagues22              specifically the six to eight friends and colleagues22              specifically the six to eight friends and colleagues
23              referred to in paragraph 12. 23              referred to in paragraph 12. 23              referred to in paragraph 12. 23              referred to in paragraph 12. 
24                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll make best efforts.           U24                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll make best efforts.           U24                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll make best efforts.           U24                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll make best efforts.           U
25      26.              MR. CARSTEN:     Thank you.25      26.              MR. CARSTEN:     Thank you.25      26.              MR. CARSTEN:     Thank you.25      26.              MR. CARSTEN:     Thank you.

A. Ingle - 9A. Ingle - 9A. Ingle - 9A. Ingle - 9
1       BY MR. CARSTEN :1       BY MR. CARSTEN :1       BY MR. CARSTEN :1       BY MR. CARSTEN :
2       27.              Q.     Now, what steps did you take to2       27.              Q.     Now, what steps did you take to2       27.              Q.     Now, what steps did you take to2       27.              Q.     Now, what steps did you take to
3               assure yourself that these canvassers were members3               assure yourself that these canvassers were members3               assure yourself that these canvassers were members3               assure yourself that these canvassers were members
4               of the UTGSU? 4               of the UTGSU? 4               of the UTGSU? 4               of the UTGSU? 
5                        A.     So they are currently graduate5                        A.     So they are currently graduate5                        A.     So they are currently graduate5                        A.     So they are currently graduate
6               students.6               students.6               students.6               students.
7       28.              Q.     All of them? 7       28.              Q.     All of them? 7       28.              Q.     All of them? 7       28.              Q.     All of them? 
8                        A.     All of them were and are currently8                        A.     All of them were and are currently8                        A.     All of them were and are currently8                        A.     All of them were and are currently
9               graduate students...9               graduate students...9               graduate students...9               graduate students...
10      29.              Q.     Okay.10      29.              Q.     Okay.10      29.              Q.     Okay.10      29.              Q.     Okay.
11                       A.     ...which makes you a member of the11                       A.     ...which makes you a member of the11                       A.     ...which makes you a member of the11                       A.     ...which makes you a member of the
12              GSU.12              GSU.12              GSU.12              GSU.
13      30.              Q.     What information did you provide to13      30.              Q.     What information did you provide to13      30.              Q.     What information did you provide to13      30.              Q.     What information did you provide to
14              these canvassers? 14              these canvassers? 14              these canvassers? 14              these canvassers? 
15                       A.     So all of these people were familiar15                       A.     So all of these people were familiar15                       A.     So all of these people were familiar15                       A.     So all of these people were familiar
16              with the Canadian Federation of Students already. 16              with the Canadian Federation of Students already. 16              with the Canadian Federation of Students already. 16              with the Canadian Federation of Students already. 
17              So mostly what we discussed was what had to be done17              So mostly what we discussed was what had to be done17              So mostly what we discussed was what had to be done17              So mostly what we discussed was what had to be done
18              around the petition, so things like why there are18              around the petition, so things like why there are18              around the petition, so things like why there are18              around the petition, so things like why there are
19              two different petitions that people have to sign,19              two different petitions that people have to sign,19              two different petitions that people have to sign,19              two different petitions that people have to sign,
20              all the things that are included on the guideline20              all the things that are included on the guideline20              all the things that are included on the guideline20              all the things that are included on the guideline
21              that is included in here.  21              that is included in here.  21              that is included in here.  21              that is included in here.  
22      31.              Q.     This is Exhibit C? 22      31.              Q.     This is Exhibit C? 22      31.              Q.     This is Exhibit C? 22      31.              Q.     This is Exhibit C? 
23                       A.     Well, C is my e-mail.  So Exhibit B,23                       A.     Well, C is my e-mail.  So Exhibit B,23                       A.     Well, C is my e-mail.  So Exhibit B,23                       A.     Well, C is my e-mail.  So Exhibit B,
24              if that's how these tabs work. 24              if that's how these tabs work. 24              if that's how these tabs work. 24              if that's how these tabs work. 
25      32.              Q.     B of the guidelines? 25      32.              Q.     B of the guidelines? 25      32.              Q.     B of the guidelines? 25      32.              Q.     B of the guidelines? 
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1                        A.     Yes, so the one that says1                        A.     Yes, so the one that says1                        A.     Yes, so the one that says1                        A.     Yes, so the one that says
2               "Instructions for Petitioners", that was what I was2               "Instructions for Petitioners", that was what I was2               "Instructions for Petitioners", that was what I was2               "Instructions for Petitioners", that was what I was
3               basing my instructions on, so explaining what the3               basing my instructions on, so explaining what the3               basing my instructions on, so explaining what the3               basing my instructions on, so explaining what the
4               petition means, so that if we get a sufficient4               petition means, so that if we get a sufficient4               petition means, so that if we get a sufficient4               petition means, so that if we get a sufficient
5               number of signatures then we are allowed to have a5               number of signatures then we are allowed to have a5               number of signatures then we are allowed to have a5               number of signatures then we are allowed to have a
6               vote on our membership in the Canadian Federation of6               vote on our membership in the Canadian Federation of6               vote on our membership in the Canadian Federation of6               vote on our membership in the Canadian Federation of
7               Students; explaining why there are two petitions,7               Students; explaining why there are two petitions,7               Students; explaining why there are two petitions,7               Students; explaining why there are two petitions,
8               because that's obviously a weird thing for people to8               because that's obviously a weird thing for people to8               because that's obviously a weird thing for people to8               because that's obviously a weird thing for people to
9               be signing two things around the same vote; to9               be signing two things around the same vote; to9               be signing two things around the same vote; to9               be signing two things around the same vote; to
10              discuss with them how many signatures we were aiming10              discuss with them how many signatures we were aiming10              discuss with them how many signatures we were aiming10              discuss with them how many signatures we were aiming
11              for; what timeline we had to do that; that we needed11              for; what timeline we had to do that; that we needed11              for; what timeline we had to do that; that we needed11              for; what timeline we had to do that; that we needed
12              students' first and last name, their student number12              students' first and last name, their student number12              students' first and last name, their student number12              students' first and last name, their student number
13              and their signature. 13              and their signature. 13              and their signature. 13              and their signature. 
14                        A lot of students are fairly reticent to14                        A lot of students are fairly reticent to14                        A lot of students are fairly reticent to14                        A lot of students are fairly reticent to
15              give their student numbers.  So that was something15              give their student numbers.  So that was something15              give their student numbers.  So that was something15              give their student numbers.  So that was something
16              to be highlighted, that people needed to be careful16              to be highlighted, that people needed to be careful16              to be highlighted, that people needed to be careful16              to be highlighted, that people needed to be careful
17              for it to be legible and clear so that it could17              for it to be legible and clear so that it could17              for it to be legible and clear so that it could17              for it to be legible and clear so that it could
18              read, knowing that people would be pretty stringent18              read, knowing that people would be pretty stringent18              read, knowing that people would be pretty stringent18              read, knowing that people would be pretty stringent
19              about whether or not something was legible, and19              about whether or not something was legible, and19              about whether or not something was legible, and19              about whether or not something was legible, and
20              things like that people shouldn't be, like, marking20              things like that people shouldn't be, like, marking20              things like that people shouldn't be, like, marking20              things like that people shouldn't be, like, marking
21              up the petitions; that they shouldn't be, like,21              up the petitions; that they shouldn't be, like,21              up the petitions; that they shouldn't be, like,21              up the petitions; that they shouldn't be, like,
22              doing this, you know, in this GSU office, or while22              doing this, you know, in this GSU office, or while22              doing this, you know, in this GSU office, or while22              doing this, you know, in this GSU office, or while
23              people were drunk, you know, so basic outlines about23              people were drunk, you know, so basic outlines about23              people were drunk, you know, so basic outlines about23              people were drunk, you know, so basic outlines about
24              people being appropriately informed to what they24              people being appropriately informed to what they24              people being appropriately informed to what they24              people being appropriately informed to what they
25              were signing. 25              were signing. 25              were signing. 25              were signing. 
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1       33.              Q.     Okay, so if I understand, you sent1       33.              Q.     Okay, so if I understand, you sent1       33.              Q.     Okay, so if I understand, you sent1       33.              Q.     Okay, so if I understand, you sent
2               this e-mail.  Did you have a separate meeting or2               this e-mail.  Did you have a separate meeting or2               this e-mail.  Did you have a separate meeting or2               this e-mail.  Did you have a separate meeting or
3               conversation with these people to go through what3               conversation with these people to go through what3               conversation with these people to go through what3               conversation with these people to go through what
4               you just said to me? 4               you just said to me? 4               you just said to me? 4               you just said to me? 
5                        A.     Well, so I was also doing things5                        A.     Well, so I was also doing things5                        A.     Well, so I was also doing things5                        A.     Well, so I was also doing things
6               like buying clipboards and printing out the6               like buying clipboards and printing out the6               like buying clipboards and printing out the6               like buying clipboards and printing out the
7               petitions and buying the pens.  So before people7               petitions and buying the pens.  So before people7               petitions and buying the pens.  So before people7               petitions and buying the pens.  So before people
8               were actually going out and collecting signatures,8               were actually going out and collecting signatures,8               were actually going out and collecting signatures,8               were actually going out and collecting signatures,
9               they would be meeting me. 9               they would be meeting me. 9               they would be meeting me. 9               they would be meeting me. 
10                        I would give them clipboards and the10                        I would give them clipboards and the10                        I would give them clipboards and the10                        I would give them clipboards and the
11              petitions that I had printed out and pens to get11              petitions that I had printed out and pens to get11              petitions that I had printed out and pens to get11              petitions that I had printed out and pens to get
12              signatures, and then we would talk about again very12              signatures, and then we would talk about again very12              signatures, and then we would talk about again very12              signatures, and then we would talk about again very
13              carefully what was required in terms of the13              carefully what was required in terms of the13              carefully what was required in terms of the13              carefully what was required in terms of the
14              signatures.14              signatures.14              signatures.14              signatures.
15      34.              Q.     So my...did you have this15      34.              Q.     So my...did you have this15      34.              Q.     So my...did you have this15      34.              Q.     So my...did you have this
16              conversation with every one of the canvassers? 16              conversation with every one of the canvassers? 16              conversation with every one of the canvassers? 16              conversation with every one of the canvassers? 
17                       A.     I couldn't say every one of the17                       A.     I couldn't say every one of the17                       A.     I couldn't say every one of the17                       A.     I couldn't say every one of the
18              canvassers, because you know, once a petition gets18              canvassers, because you know, once a petition gets18              canvassers, because you know, once a petition gets18              canvassers, because you know, once a petition gets
19              out there, I obviously don't have full knowledge of19              out there, I obviously don't have full knowledge of19              out there, I obviously don't have full knowledge of19              out there, I obviously don't have full knowledge of
20              everyone who is actually collecting signatures, but20              everyone who is actually collecting signatures, but20              everyone who is actually collecting signatures, but20              everyone who is actually collecting signatures, but
21              every person that I talked to or that I knew was21              every person that I talked to or that I knew was21              every person that I talked to or that I knew was21              every person that I talked to or that I knew was
22              collecting signatures, I had a similar conversation22              collecting signatures, I had a similar conversation22              collecting signatures, I had a similar conversation22              collecting signatures, I had a similar conversation
23              with them.23              with them.23              with them.23              with them.
24      35.              Q.     So you bring up an interesting24      35.              Q.     So you bring up an interesting24      35.              Q.     So you bring up an interesting24      35.              Q.     So you bring up an interesting
25              point.  What controls did you have over who was25              point.  What controls did you have over who was25              point.  What controls did you have over who was25              point.  What controls did you have over who was
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1               collecting the signatures, because you...I think I1               collecting the signatures, because you...I think I1               collecting the signatures, because you...I think I1               collecting the signatures, because you...I think I
2               heard you say you didn't really control once the2               heard you say you didn't really control once the2               heard you say you didn't really control once the2               heard you say you didn't really control once the
3               petitions got out there who was collecting the3               petitions got out there who was collecting the3               petitions got out there who was collecting the3               petitions got out there who was collecting the
4               signatures.  So how did you know that the people4               signatures.  So how did you know that the people4               signatures.  So how did you know that the people4               signatures.  So how did you know that the people
5               collecting the signatures were, for example, UTGSU5               collecting the signatures were, for example, UTGSU5               collecting the signatures were, for example, UTGSU5               collecting the signatures were, for example, UTGSU
6               members? 6               members? 6               members? 6               members? 
7                        A.     So what I know is that I was7                        A.     So what I know is that I was7                        A.     So what I know is that I was7                        A.     So what I know is that I was
8               collecting petitions from people, but obviously I8               collecting petitions from people, but obviously I8               collecting petitions from people, but obviously I8               collecting petitions from people, but obviously I
9               did not personally witness all 3,000 plus signatures9               did not personally witness all 3,000 plus signatures9               did not personally witness all 3,000 plus signatures9               did not personally witness all 3,000 plus signatures
10              being had.10              being had.10              being had.10              being had.
11      36.              Q.     So for example, if I suggested to11      36.              Q.     So for example, if I suggested to11      36.              Q.     So for example, if I suggested to11      36.              Q.     So for example, if I suggested to
12              you that one the, let's say, UTGSU members that you12              you that one the, let's say, UTGSU members that you12              you that one the, let's say, UTGSU members that you12              you that one the, let's say, UTGSU members that you
13              gave petitions to handed some off to some friends13              gave petitions to handed some off to some friends13              gave petitions to handed some off to some friends13              gave petitions to handed some off to some friends
14              who were not in the UTGSU, and that that person14              who were not in the UTGSU, and that that person14              who were not in the UTGSU, and that that person14              who were not in the UTGSU, and that that person
15              collected petitions, would you have any way of15              collected petitions, would you have any way of15              collected petitions, would you have any way of15              collected petitions, would you have any way of
16              disproving what I just said? 16              disproving what I just said? 16              disproving what I just said? 16              disproving what I just said? 
17                       A.     Well, there are many things that you17                       A.     Well, there are many things that you17                       A.     Well, there are many things that you17                       A.     Well, there are many things that you
18              could say that can't be disproven.18              could say that can't be disproven.18              could say that can't be disproven.18              could say that can't be disproven.
19      37.              Q.     Can you answer my question? 19      37.              Q.     Can you answer my question? 19      37.              Q.     Can you answer my question? 19      37.              Q.     Can you answer my question? 
20                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I think it's...I mean,20                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I think it's...I mean,20                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I think it's...I mean,20                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I think it's...I mean,
21                       she has somewhat answered the question.  Do21                       she has somewhat answered the question.  Do21                       she has somewhat answered the question.  Do21                       she has somewhat answered the question.  Do
22                       you have any evidence that that happened22                       you have any evidence that that happened22                       you have any evidence that that happened22                       you have any evidence that that happened
23                       that you want to put to my client? 23                       that you want to put to my client? 23                       that you want to put to my client? 23                       that you want to put to my client? 
24242424
25      BY MR. CARSTEN :25      BY MR. CARSTEN :25      BY MR. CARSTEN :25      BY MR. CARSTEN :
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1       38.              Q.     I'm trying to see what quality1       38.              Q.     I'm trying to see what quality1       38.              Q.     I'm trying to see what quality1       38.              Q.     I'm trying to see what quality
2               control steps she did.  She said, and if I'm2               control steps she did.  She said, and if I'm2               control steps she did.  She said, and if I'm2               control steps she did.  She said, and if I'm
3               misquoting, I apologize, but I don't think I am. 3               misquoting, I apologize, but I don't think I am. 3               misquoting, I apologize, but I don't think I am. 3               misquoting, I apologize, but I don't think I am. 
4               She said she couldn't control who was actually4               She said she couldn't control who was actually4               She said she couldn't control who was actually4               She said she couldn't control who was actually
5               handing out the petitions.5               handing out the petitions.5               handing out the petitions.5               handing out the petitions.
6                        A.     So what I said is that I obviously6                        A.     So what I said is that I obviously6                        A.     So what I said is that I obviously6                        A.     So what I said is that I obviously
7               did not witness the collection of every 3,000 plus7               did not witness the collection of every 3,000 plus7               did not witness the collection of every 3,000 plus7               did not witness the collection of every 3,000 plus
8               signatures.  That's just an obvious fact.  So the8               signatures.  That's just an obvious fact.  So the8               signatures.  That's just an obvious fact.  So the8               signatures.  That's just an obvious fact.  So the
9               things that I can tell you is that I was never aware9               things that I can tell you is that I was never aware9               things that I can tell you is that I was never aware9               things that I can tell you is that I was never aware
10              at any point that non-GSU members were collecting10              at any point that non-GSU members were collecting10              at any point that non-GSU members were collecting10              at any point that non-GSU members were collecting
11              signatures. 11              signatures. 11              signatures. 11              signatures. 
12                        I never witnessed that happen.  I never12                        I never witnessed that happen.  I never12                        I never witnessed that happen.  I never12                        I never witnessed that happen.  I never
13              heard that happen.  I have no reason to believe that13              heard that happen.  I have no reason to believe that13              heard that happen.  I have no reason to believe that13              heard that happen.  I have no reason to believe that
14              that ever occurred. 14              that ever occurred. 14              that ever occurred. 14              that ever occurred. 
15                        When...I know that every time I actually15                        When...I know that every time I actually15                        When...I know that every time I actually15                        When...I know that every time I actually
16              collected the signature pages, because obviously all16              collected the signature pages, because obviously all16              collected the signature pages, because obviously all16              collected the signature pages, because obviously all
17              of the signature pages came to me, whenever that17              of the signature pages came to me, whenever that17              of the signature pages came to me, whenever that17              of the signature pages came to me, whenever that
18              happened, they were given to me by a GSU member, and18              happened, they were given to me by a GSU member, and18              happened, they were given to me by a GSU member, and18              happened, they were given to me by a GSU member, and
19              at that point, I would check that there was a name,19              at that point, I would check that there was a name,19              at that point, I would check that there was a name,19              at that point, I would check that there was a name,
20              a signature and a student number, and I would keep a20              a signature and a student number, and I would keep a20              a signature and a student number, and I would keep a20              a signature and a student number, and I would keep a
21              running tally of the signatures every night when I21              running tally of the signatures every night when I21              running tally of the signatures every night when I21              running tally of the signatures every night when I
22              got delivered a signature page by a GSU member.22              got delivered a signature page by a GSU member.22              got delivered a signature page by a GSU member.22              got delivered a signature page by a GSU member.
23      39.              Q.     Okay, thank you.  Go to paragraph 1523      39.              Q.     Okay, thank you.  Go to paragraph 1523      39.              Q.     Okay, thank you.  Go to paragraph 1523      39.              Q.     Okay, thank you.  Go to paragraph 15
24              of your affidavit, if you would.  Just read it over24              of your affidavit, if you would.  Just read it over24              of your affidavit, if you would.  Just read it over24              of your affidavit, if you would.  Just read it over
25              yourself, and let me know when you're finished,25              yourself, and let me know when you're finished,25              yourself, and let me know when you're finished,25              yourself, and let me know when you're finished,
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1               please.1               please.1               please.1               please.
2                        A.     M'hm.2                        A.     M'hm.2                        A.     M'hm.2                        A.     M'hm.
3       40.              Q.     Who were these faculty3       40.              Q.     Who were these faculty3       40.              Q.     Who were these faculty3       40.              Q.     Who were these faculty
4               representatives? 4               representatives? 4               representatives? 4               representatives? 
5                        A.     So the GSU council works in a way5                        A.     So the GSU council works in a way5                        A.     So the GSU council works in a way5                        A.     So the GSU council works in a way
6               where there are department representatives who sit6               where there are department representatives who sit6               where there are department representatives who sit6               where there are department representatives who sit
7               there, like, in a council meeting, and they7               there, like, in a council meeting, and they7               there, like, in a council meeting, and they7               there, like, in a council meeting, and they
8               represent their department.  So they are kind of the8               represent their department.  So they are kind of the8               represent their department.  So they are kind of the8               represent their department.  So they are kind of the
9               contact point to that department.  So that is what9               contact point to that department.  So that is what9               contact point to that department.  So that is what9               contact point to that department.  So that is what
10              it means by "faculty representative".  It's a10              it means by "faculty representative".  It's a10              it means by "faculty representative".  It's a10              it means by "faculty representative".  It's a
11              department representative. 11              department representative. 11              department representative. 11              department representative. 
12      41.              Q.     Okay, who were they, their names? 12      41.              Q.     Okay, who were they, their names? 12      41.              Q.     Okay, who were they, their names? 12      41.              Q.     Okay, who were they, their names? 
13                       A.     Like, all of their names? 13                       A.     Like, all of their names? 13                       A.     Like, all of their names? 13                       A.     Like, all of their names? 
14      42.              Q.     Yes.14      42.              Q.     Yes.14      42.              Q.     Yes.14      42.              Q.     Yes.
15                       A.     I mean, there are more than 10015                       A.     I mean, there are more than 10015                       A.     I mean, there are more than 10015                       A.     I mean, there are more than 100
16              department representatives.16              department representatives.16              department representatives.16              department representatives.
17      43.              Q.     So more than 100 department17      43.              Q.     So more than 100 department17      43.              Q.     So more than 100 department17      43.              Q.     So more than 100 department
18              representatives were circulating petitions? 18              representatives were circulating petitions? 18              representatives were circulating petitions? 18              representatives were circulating petitions? 
19                       A.     I wouldn't say that it was more than19                       A.     I wouldn't say that it was more than19                       A.     I wouldn't say that it was more than19                       A.     I wouldn't say that it was more than
20              100, but definitely...I mean, by the end of it,20              100, but definitely...I mean, by the end of it,20              100, but definitely...I mean, by the end of it,20              100, but definitely...I mean, by the end of it,
21              people were pretty excited about actually having the21              people were pretty excited about actually having the21              people were pretty excited about actually having the21              people were pretty excited about actually having the
22              opportunity to vote on their membership in the CFS. 22              opportunity to vote on their membership in the CFS. 22              opportunity to vote on their membership in the CFS. 22              opportunity to vote on their membership in the CFS. 
23              So I would say that by the end we had probably 80 to23              So I would say that by the end we had probably 80 to23              So I would say that by the end we had probably 80 to23              So I would say that by the end we had probably 80 to
24              100 people, all of whom I had spoken to at some24              100 people, all of whom I had spoken to at some24              100 people, all of whom I had spoken to at some24              100 people, all of whom I had spoken to at some
25              point, and I'm sure some of those people were25              point, and I'm sure some of those people were25              point, and I'm sure some of those people were25              point, and I'm sure some of those people were
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1               department reps, though I couldn't tell you exactly1               department reps, though I couldn't tell you exactly1               department reps, though I couldn't tell you exactly1               department reps, though I couldn't tell you exactly
2               how many of them were. 2               how many of them were. 2               how many of them were. 2               how many of them were. 
3                         Like, department rep is a position that3                         Like, department rep is a position that3                         Like, department rep is a position that3                         Like, department rep is a position that
4               you're going to take, like...it's not a permanent4               you're going to take, like...it's not a permanent4               you're going to take, like...it's not a permanent4               you're going to take, like...it's not a permanent
5               position.  There is a bunch of department reps for5               position.  There is a bunch of department reps for5               position.  There is a bunch of department reps for5               position.  There is a bunch of department reps for
6               every department, but I would say in total there6               every department, but I would say in total there6               every department, but I would say in total there6               every department, but I would say in total there
7               was, like, probably...yes, around or just below 1007               was, like, probably...yes, around or just below 1007               was, like, probably...yes, around or just below 1007               was, like, probably...yes, around or just below 100
8               people collecting signatures, and I'm sure that some8               people collecting signatures, and I'm sure that some8               people collecting signatures, and I'm sure that some8               people collecting signatures, and I'm sure that some
9               of them were department reps.9               of them were department reps.9               of them were department reps.9               of them were department reps.
10      44.              Q.     How did you reach out to these10      44.              Q.     How did you reach out to these10      44.              Q.     How did you reach out to these10      44.              Q.     How did you reach out to these
11              faculty representatives? 11              faculty representatives? 11              faculty representatives? 11              faculty representatives? 
12                       A.     So through personal networks that I12                       A.     So through personal networks that I12                       A.     So through personal networks that I12                       A.     So through personal networks that I
13              have.  I have been at U of T for a long time.  So I13              have.  I have been at U of T for a long time.  So I13              have.  I have been at U of T for a long time.  So I13              have.  I have been at U of T for a long time.  So I
14              personally know a lot of people, and I used all the14              personally know a lot of people, and I used all the14              personally know a lot of people, and I used all the14              personally know a lot of people, and I used all the
15              personal contacts that I had to get in touch with as15              personal contacts that I had to get in touch with as15              personal contacts that I had to get in touch with as15              personal contacts that I had to get in touch with as
16              many interested people as possible.16              many interested people as possible.16              many interested people as possible.16              many interested people as possible.
17      45.              Q.     And so to be clear, you said you17      45.              Q.     And so to be clear, you said you17      45.              Q.     And so to be clear, you said you17      45.              Q.     And so to be clear, you said you
18              spoke to every person who was collecting petitions,18              spoke to every person who was collecting petitions,18              spoke to every person who was collecting petitions,18              spoke to every person who was collecting petitions,
19              I think, right? 19              I think, right? 19              I think, right? 19              I think, right? 
20                       A.     So I was in contact with them in20                       A.     So I was in contact with them in20                       A.     So I was in contact with them in20                       A.     So I was in contact with them in
21              some way.  Some of the people that would have been,21              some way.  Some of the people that would have been,21              some way.  Some of the people that would have been,21              some way.  Some of the people that would have been,
22              like, an e-mail.  I'm not sure all of the people22              like, an e-mail.  I'm not sure all of the people22              like, an e-mail.  I'm not sure all of the people22              like, an e-mail.  I'm not sure all of the people
23              that I e-mailed were actually collecting signatures23              that I e-mailed were actually collecting signatures23              that I e-mailed were actually collecting signatures23              that I e-mailed were actually collecting signatures
24              because that's kind of the way it goes, but in the24              because that's kind of the way it goes, but in the24              because that's kind of the way it goes, but in the24              because that's kind of the way it goes, but in the
25              end, everyone who...like, I was actually physically25              end, everyone who...like, I was actually physically25              end, everyone who...like, I was actually physically25              end, everyone who...like, I was actually physically
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1               collecting the signature pages from people,1               collecting the signature pages from people,1               collecting the signature pages from people,1               collecting the signature pages from people,
2               obviously.  So there was obviously some2               obviously.  So there was obviously some2               obviously.  So there was obviously some2               obviously.  So there was obviously some
3               communication between me and them.3               communication between me and them.3               communication between me and them.3               communication between me and them.
4       46.              Q.     Do you know everyone in the UTGSU? 4       46.              Q.     Do you know everyone in the UTGSU? 4       46.              Q.     Do you know everyone in the UTGSU? 4       46.              Q.     Do you know everyone in the UTGSU? 
5                        A.     There are approximately 15,0005                        A.     There are approximately 15,0005                        A.     There are approximately 15,0005                        A.     There are approximately 15,000
6               members, so obviously not.6               members, so obviously not.6               members, so obviously not.6               members, so obviously not.
7       47.              Q.     Okay, but you personally knew all7       47.              Q.     Okay, but you personally knew all7       47.              Q.     Okay, but you personally knew all7       47.              Q.     Okay, but you personally knew all
8               the people who delivered petitions to you? 8               the people who delivered petitions to you? 8               the people who delivered petitions to you? 8               the people who delivered petitions to you? 
9                        A.     Well, in some capacity, because I9                        A.     Well, in some capacity, because I9                        A.     Well, in some capacity, because I9                        A.     Well, in some capacity, because I
10              had to...I was talking to people on the phone and10              had to...I was talking to people on the phone and10              had to...I was talking to people on the phone and10              had to...I was talking to people on the phone and
11              setting up meet-up locations, where they would give11              setting up meet-up locations, where they would give11              setting up meet-up locations, where they would give11              setting up meet-up locations, where they would give
12              me the petitions.  So you know, we knew each other's12              me the petitions.  So you know, we knew each other's12              me the petitions.  So you know, we knew each other's12              me the petitions.  So you know, we knew each other's
13              names.  They would tell me what department they were13              names.  They would tell me what department they were13              names.  They would tell me what department they were13              names.  They would tell me what department they were
14              from.  I knew that they were GSU members, and we14              from.  I knew that they were GSU members, and we14              from.  I knew that they were GSU members, and we14              from.  I knew that they were GSU members, and we
15              talked for long enough to figure out a meeting15              talked for long enough to figure out a meeting15              talked for long enough to figure out a meeting15              talked for long enough to figure out a meeting
16              location, a time, and how things were going in their16              location, a time, and how things were going in their16              location, a time, and how things were going in their16              location, a time, and how things were going in their
17              department, if they had any questions or needs from17              department, if they had any questions or needs from17              department, if they had any questions or needs from17              department, if they had any questions or needs from
18              me, because I was also spending a lot of time during18              me, because I was also spending a lot of time during18              me, because I was also spending a lot of time during18              me, because I was also spending a lot of time during
19              that period going from department to department to19              that period going from department to department to19              that period going from department to department to19              that period going from department to department to
20              answer people's questions, because obviously, like,20              answer people's questions, because obviously, like,20              answer people's questions, because obviously, like,20              answer people's questions, because obviously, like,
21              this two-petition situation is very confusing.  21              this two-petition situation is very confusing.  21              this two-petition situation is very confusing.  21              this two-petition situation is very confusing.  
22                        A lot of people have never heard of the22                        A lot of people have never heard of the22                        A lot of people have never heard of the22                        A lot of people have never heard of the
23              CFS.  So they wanted to know what this was all23              CFS.  So they wanted to know what this was all23              CFS.  So they wanted to know what this was all23              CFS.  So they wanted to know what this was all
24              about.  So I was spending a lot of time doing Q and24              about.  So I was spending a lot of time doing Q and24              about.  So I was spending a lot of time doing Q and24              about.  So I was spending a lot of time doing Q and
25              As with people, going to lounges, talking to people,25              As with people, going to lounges, talking to people,25              As with people, going to lounges, talking to people,25              As with people, going to lounges, talking to people,
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1               and I met a lot of people through that process.1               and I met a lot of people through that process.1               and I met a lot of people through that process.1               and I met a lot of people through that process.
2       48.              Q.     Okay.  So in paragraph 21 of your2       48.              Q.     Okay.  So in paragraph 21 of your2       48.              Q.     Okay.  So in paragraph 21 of your2       48.              Q.     Okay.  So in paragraph 21 of your
3               affidavit you refer to finding other canvassers.  Is3               affidavit you refer to finding other canvassers.  Is3               affidavit you refer to finding other canvassers.  Is3               affidavit you refer to finding other canvassers.  Is
4               this over and above the faculty reps that you4               this over and above the faculty reps that you4               this over and above the faculty reps that you4               this over and above the faculty reps that you
5               reached out to? 5               reached out to? 5               reached out to? 5               reached out to? 
6                        A.     Yes, I mean, there were many6                        A.     Yes, I mean, there were many6                        A.     Yes, I mean, there were many6                        A.     Yes, I mean, there were many
7               canvassers who were not department representatives.7               canvassers who were not department representatives.7               canvassers who were not department representatives.7               canvassers who were not department representatives.
8       49.              Q.     So by the end of it, you thought you8       49.              Q.     So by the end of it, you thought you8       49.              Q.     So by the end of it, you thought you8       49.              Q.     So by the end of it, you thought you
9               had, like, maybe 80 or 100 canvassers total? 9               had, like, maybe 80 or 100 canvassers total? 9               had, like, maybe 80 or 100 canvassers total? 9               had, like, maybe 80 or 100 canvassers total? 
10                       A.     Yes.10                       A.     Yes.10                       A.     Yes.10                       A.     Yes.
11      50.              Q.     Okay.  So from the time that the11      50.              Q.     Okay.  So from the time that the11      50.              Q.     Okay.  So from the time that the11      50.              Q.     Okay.  So from the time that the
12              petitions were delivered until, let's say, March12              petitions were delivered until, let's say, March12              petitions were delivered until, let's say, March12              petitions were delivered until, let's say, March
13              11th, 2014, what was your involvement or awareness13              11th, 2014, what was your involvement or awareness13              11th, 2014, what was your involvement or awareness13              11th, 2014, what was your involvement or awareness
14              of the process that was happening for verification14              of the process that was happening for verification14              of the process that was happening for verification14              of the process that was happening for verification
15              of the petitions? 15              of the petitions? 15              of the petitions? 15              of the petitions? 
16                       A.     Well, I mean, there was a pretty16                       A.     Well, I mean, there was a pretty16                       A.     Well, I mean, there was a pretty16                       A.     Well, I mean, there was a pretty
17              abrupt ending of contact with me on the part of the17              abrupt ending of contact with me on the part of the17              abrupt ending of contact with me on the part of the17              abrupt ending of contact with me on the part of the
18              CFS.  So after that, the information that I received18              CFS.  So after that, the information that I received18              CFS.  So after that, the information that I received18              CFS.  So after that, the information that I received
19              was in the same way that all members of the GSU19              was in the same way that all members of the GSU19              was in the same way that all members of the GSU19              was in the same way that all members of the GSU
20              received information, which was from the website and20              received information, which was from the website and20              received information, which was from the website and20              received information, which was from the website and
21              in the council meetings that I could take time off21              in the council meetings that I could take time off21              in the council meetings that I could take time off21              in the council meetings that I could take time off
22              work to attend.22              work to attend.22              work to attend.22              work to attend.
23      51.              Q.     Did you have any communications, for23      51.              Q.     Did you have any communications, for23      51.              Q.     Did you have any communications, for23      51.              Q.     Did you have any communications, for
24              example, with Mr. Evoy during this period? 24              example, with Mr. Evoy during this period? 24              example, with Mr. Evoy during this period? 24              example, with Mr. Evoy during this period? 
25                       A.     I got my information about what was25                       A.     I got my information about what was25                       A.     I got my information about what was25                       A.     I got my information about what was
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1               happening and the referendum and everything else in1               happening and the referendum and everything else in1               happening and the referendum and everything else in1               happening and the referendum and everything else in
2               council meetings, like everyone else did.2               council meetings, like everyone else did.2               council meetings, like everyone else did.2               council meetings, like everyone else did.
3       52.              Q.     Did you have any communications with3       52.              Q.     Did you have any communications with3       52.              Q.     Did you have any communications with3       52.              Q.     Did you have any communications with
4               Mr. Evoy during that period? 4               Mr. Evoy during that period? 4               Mr. Evoy during that period? 4               Mr. Evoy during that period? 
5                        A.     Communications about what? 5                        A.     Communications about what? 5                        A.     Communications about what? 5                        A.     Communications about what? 
6       53.              Q.     About the petitions or their6       53.              Q.     About the petitions or their6       53.              Q.     About the petitions or their6       53.              Q.     About the petitions or their
7               verification. 7               verification. 7               verification. 7               verification. 
8                        A.     About what was happening between the8                        A.     About what was happening between the8                        A.     About what was happening between the8                        A.     About what was happening between the
9               GSU and the CFS, I received that through council9               GSU and the CFS, I received that through council9               GSU and the CFS, I received that through council9               GSU and the CFS, I received that through council
10              meetings, at updates.  I certainly had contact with10              meetings, at updates.  I certainly had contact with10              meetings, at updates.  I certainly had contact with10              meetings, at updates.  I certainly had contact with
11              Brad in that period of time, as I have contact with11              Brad in that period of time, as I have contact with11              Brad in that period of time, as I have contact with11              Brad in that period of time, as I have contact with
12              everyone who is in the GSU building, but we weren't12              everyone who is in the GSU building, but we weren't12              everyone who is in the GSU building, but we weren't12              everyone who is in the GSU building, but we weren't
13              specifically talking about what was going on with...13              specifically talking about what was going on with...13              specifically talking about what was going on with...13              specifically talking about what was going on with...
14      54.              Q.     Did Mr. Evoy talk to you about the14      54.              Q.     Did Mr. Evoy talk to you about the14      54.              Q.     Did Mr. Evoy talk to you about the14      54.              Q.     Did Mr. Evoy talk to you about the
15              petitions and the verification process and all the15              petitions and the verification process and all the15              petitions and the verification process and all the15              petitions and the verification process and all the
16              issues that are in discussion in this application? 16              issues that are in discussion in this application? 16              issues that are in discussion in this application? 16              issues that are in discussion in this application? 
17                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Mr. Carsten, you have17                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Mr. Carsten, you have17                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Mr. Carsten, you have17                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Mr. Carsten, you have
18                       now asked that question three times.  This18                       now asked that question three times.  This18                       now asked that question three times.  This18                       now asked that question three times.  This
19                       is your third time.  Ms. Ingle has stated19                       is your third time.  Ms. Ingle has stated19                       is your third time.  Ms. Ingle has stated19                       is your third time.  Ms. Ingle has stated
20                       that she did not speak with Mr. Evoy with20                       that she did not speak with Mr. Evoy with20                       that she did not speak with Mr. Evoy with20                       that she did not speak with Mr. Evoy with
21                       respect to the petitions.21                       respect to the petitions.21                       respect to the petitions.21                       respect to the petitions.
22      55.              MR. CARSTEN:     No, she hasn't stated that22      55.              MR. CARSTEN:     No, she hasn't stated that22      55.              MR. CARSTEN:     No, she hasn't stated that22      55.              MR. CARSTEN:     No, she hasn't stated that
23                       at all.  No, that's not what she said.  We23                       at all.  No, that's not what she said.  We23                       at all.  No, that's not what she said.  We23                       at all.  No, that's not what she said.  We
24                       can read it back, but that's not what she24                       can read it back, but that's not what she24                       can read it back, but that's not what she24                       can read it back, but that's not what she
25                       said. 25                       said. 25                       said. 25                       said. 
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1                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     You can put your1                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     You can put your1                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     You can put your1                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     You can put your
2                        question to Ms. Ingle again, but she'll2                        question to Ms. Ingle again, but she'll2                        question to Ms. Ingle again, but she'll2                        question to Ms. Ingle again, but she'll
3                        give you the answer. 3                        give you the answer. 3                        give you the answer. 3                        give you the answer. 
4                        MR. DEL GOBBO:     If you're looking a more4                        MR. DEL GOBBO:     If you're looking a more4                        MR. DEL GOBBO:     If you're looking a more4                        MR. DEL GOBBO:     If you're looking a more
5                        specific answer, then specifically ask5                        specific answer, then specifically ask5                        specific answer, then specifically ask5                        specific answer, then specifically ask
6                        that. 6                        that. 6                        that. 6                        that. 
7       56.              MR. CARSTEN:     See, I asked the question. 7       56.              MR. CARSTEN:     See, I asked the question. 7       56.              MR. CARSTEN:     See, I asked the question. 7       56.              MR. CARSTEN:     See, I asked the question. 
8                        Then she tells me other places she could8                        Then she tells me other places she could8                        Then she tells me other places she could8                        Then she tells me other places she could
9                        have gotten the information.  It's a very9                        have gotten the information.  It's a very9                        have gotten the information.  It's a very9                        have gotten the information.  It's a very
10                       specific question.  There is no smoke and10                       specific question.  There is no smoke and10                       specific question.  There is no smoke and10                       specific question.  There is no smoke and
11                       mirrors here.11                       mirrors here.11                       mirrors here.11                       mirrors here.
12                       THE DEPONENT:     No, I told you other12                       THE DEPONENT:     No, I told you other12                       THE DEPONENT:     No, I told you other12                       THE DEPONENT:     No, I told you other
13                       places that I did get the information, not13                       places that I did get the information, not13                       places that I did get the information, not13                       places that I did get the information, not
14                       that other places that I could get the14                       that other places that I could get the14                       that other places that I could get the14                       that other places that I could get the
15                       information.  So where I received official15                       information.  So where I received official15                       information.  So where I received official15                       information.  So where I received official
16                       communications about what was happening,16                       communications about what was happening,16                       communications about what was happening,16                       communications about what was happening,
17                       the relationship between...what was going17                       the relationship between...what was going17                       the relationship between...what was going17                       the relationship between...what was going
18                       on between the CFS and the GSU, the state18                       on between the CFS and the GSU, the state18                       on between the CFS and the GSU, the state18                       on between the CFS and the GSU, the state
19                       of my petition that I submitted, was19                       of my petition that I submitted, was19                       of my petition that I submitted, was19                       of my petition that I submitted, was
20                       happening at GSU council meetings. 20                       happening at GSU council meetings. 20                       happening at GSU council meetings. 20                       happening at GSU council meetings. 
21                               I would have to comb through my e-21                               I would have to comb through my e-21                               I would have to comb through my e-21                               I would have to comb through my e-
22                       mails and my text messages to ensure that22                       mails and my text messages to ensure that22                       mails and my text messages to ensure that22                       mails and my text messages to ensure that
23                       there was never an offhanded remark about a23                       there was never an offhanded remark about a23                       there was never an offhanded remark about a23                       there was never an offhanded remark about a
24                       petition, or like, being frustrated or24                       petition, or like, being frustrated or24                       petition, or like, being frustrated or24                       petition, or like, being frustrated or
25                       something of an emotional nature, but in25                       something of an emotional nature, but in25                       something of an emotional nature, but in25                       something of an emotional nature, but in
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1                        terms of me actually getting information1                        terms of me actually getting information1                        terms of me actually getting information1                        terms of me actually getting information
2                        about the process of the petition2                        about the process of the petition2                        about the process of the petition2                        about the process of the petition
3                        verification, that happened through GSU3                        verification, that happened through GSU3                        verification, that happened through GSU3                        verification, that happened through GSU
4                        council meetings, statements on the4                        council meetings, statements on the4                        council meetings, statements on the4                        council meetings, statements on the
5                        website, the official channels that5                        website, the official channels that5                        website, the official channels that5                        website, the official channels that
6                        everyone received information about the6                        everyone received information about the6                        everyone received information about the6                        everyone received information about the
7                        petition.7                        petition.7                        petition.7                        petition.
8888
9       BY MR. CARSTEN :9       BY MR. CARSTEN :9       BY MR. CARSTEN :9       BY MR. CARSTEN :
10      57.              Q.     Were you aware, for example, that10      57.              Q.     Were you aware, for example, that10      57.              Q.     Were you aware, for example, that10      57.              Q.     Were you aware, for example, that
11              Deloitte...were you aware of Deloitte's involvement11              Deloitte...were you aware of Deloitte's involvement11              Deloitte...were you aware of Deloitte's involvement11              Deloitte...were you aware of Deloitte's involvement
12              in this process? 12              in this process? 12              in this process? 12              in this process? 
13                       A.     I became aware at some point about13                       A.     I became aware at some point about13                       A.     I became aware at some point about13                       A.     I became aware at some point about
14              Deloitte's involvement in this process.14              Deloitte's involvement in this process.14              Deloitte's involvement in this process.14              Deloitte's involvement in this process.
15      58.              Q.     When?  15      58.              Q.     When?  15      58.              Q.     When?  15      58.              Q.     When?  
16                       A.     The date that I first heard that16                       A.     The date that I first heard that16                       A.     The date that I first heard that16                       A.     The date that I first heard that
17              Deloitte was involved in this process? 17              Deloitte was involved in this process? 17              Deloitte was involved in this process? 17              Deloitte was involved in this process? 
18      59.              Q.     Yes.18      59.              Q.     Yes.18      59.              Q.     Yes.18      59.              Q.     Yes.
19                       A.     I would have to find that19                       A.     I would have to find that19                       A.     I would have to find that19                       A.     I would have to find that
20              information.  I don't have the date when I first20              information.  I don't have the date when I first20              information.  I don't have the date when I first20              information.  I don't have the date when I first
21              heard about Deloitte off the top of my head.21              heard about Deloitte off the top of my head.21              heard about Deloitte off the top of my head.21              heard about Deloitte off the top of my head.
22      60.              Q.     Okay, can you give me a general idea22      60.              Q.     Okay, can you give me a general idea22      60.              Q.     Okay, can you give me a general idea22      60.              Q.     Okay, can you give me a general idea
23              of when during the process? 23              of when during the process? 23              of when during the process? 23              of when during the process? 
24                       A.     No.24                       A.     No.24                       A.     No.24                       A.     No.
25      61.              Q.     You have no idea?  It could have25      61.              Q.     You have no idea?  It could have25      61.              Q.     You have no idea?  It could have25      61.              Q.     You have no idea?  It could have
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1               been two days ago, or it could have been, like,1               been two days ago, or it could have been, like,1               been two days ago, or it could have been, like,1               been two days ago, or it could have been, like,
2               three months ago, six months ago?  You're not sure? 2               three months ago, six months ago?  You're not sure? 2               three months ago, six months ago?  You're not sure? 2               three months ago, six months ago?  You're not sure? 
3                        A.     I mean, it was a...no, I really3                        A.     I mean, it was a...no, I really3                        A.     I mean, it was a...no, I really3                        A.     I mean, it was a...no, I really
4               couldn't tell you a specific time.  It was a very4               couldn't tell you a specific time.  It was a very4               couldn't tell you a specific time.  It was a very4               couldn't tell you a specific time.  It was a very
5               busy period.  I was working full-time, in school5               busy period.  I was working full-time, in school5               busy period.  I was working full-time, in school5               busy period.  I was working full-time, in school
6               full-time, teaching and attempting to prepare for6               full-time, teaching and attempting to prepare for6               full-time, teaching and attempting to prepare for6               full-time, teaching and attempting to prepare for
7               campaigning.  7               campaigning.  7               campaigning.  7               campaigning.  
8                         So I was focused on preparing...knowing8                         So I was focused on preparing...knowing8                         So I was focused on preparing...knowing8                         So I was focused on preparing...knowing
9               that I had collected enough signatures, I was9               that I had collected enough signatures, I was9               that I had collected enough signatures, I was9               that I had collected enough signatures, I was
10              preparing campaign materials.  I was trying to set10              preparing campaign materials.  I was trying to set10              preparing campaign materials.  I was trying to set10              preparing campaign materials.  I was trying to set
11              up campaigning networks.  I was producing11              up campaigning networks.  I was producing11              up campaigning networks.  I was producing11              up campaigning networks.  I was producing
12              information, trying to figure out a website, trying12              information, trying to figure out a website, trying12              information, trying to figure out a website, trying12              information, trying to figure out a website, trying
13              to figure out how I was going to do all that13              to figure out how I was going to do all that13              to figure out how I was going to do all that13              to figure out how I was going to do all that
14              campaigning with zero resources.  14              campaigning with zero resources.  14              campaigning with zero resources.  14              campaigning with zero resources.  
15                        So that was a very busy time, and I knew15                        So that was a very busy time, and I knew15                        So that was a very busy time, and I knew15                        So that was a very busy time, and I knew
16              that I had collected enough signatures.  So I wasn't16              that I had collected enough signatures.  So I wasn't16              that I had collected enough signatures.  So I wasn't16              that I had collected enough signatures.  So I wasn't
17              spending my time focusing on the internal17              spending my time focusing on the internal17              spending my time focusing on the internal17              spending my time focusing on the internal
18              functioning of the GSU and the CFS. 18              functioning of the GSU and the CFS. 18              functioning of the GSU and the CFS. 18              functioning of the GSU and the CFS. 
19      62.              Q.     Okay.  What involvement, if any, did19      62.              Q.     Okay.  What involvement, if any, did19      62.              Q.     Okay.  What involvement, if any, did19      62.              Q.     Okay.  What involvement, if any, did
20              Mr. Evoy have in the collection of petitions? 20              Mr. Evoy have in the collection of petitions? 20              Mr. Evoy have in the collection of petitions? 20              Mr. Evoy have in the collection of petitions? 
21                       A.     I don't know that Mr. Evoy had21                       A.     I don't know that Mr. Evoy had21                       A.     I don't know that Mr. Evoy had21                       A.     I don't know that Mr. Evoy had
22              participation in the collection of petitions.22              participation in the collection of petitions.22              participation in the collection of petitions.22              participation in the collection of petitions.
23      63.              Q.     Okay, so you have no information23      63.              Q.     Okay, so you have no information23      63.              Q.     Okay, so you have no information23      63.              Q.     Okay, so you have no information
24              about that? 24              about that? 24              about that? 24              about that? 
25                       A.     No.25                       A.     No.25                       A.     No.25                       A.     No.
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1       64.              Q.     Before the petitions were collected,1       64.              Q.     Before the petitions were collected,1       64.              Q.     Before the petitions were collected,1       64.              Q.     Before the petitions were collected,
2               did you discuss the fact that you would be2               did you discuss the fact that you would be2               did you discuss the fact that you would be2               did you discuss the fact that you would be
3               collecting petitions with Mr. Evoy? 3               collecting petitions with Mr. Evoy? 3               collecting petitions with Mr. Evoy? 3               collecting petitions with Mr. Evoy? 
4                        A.     They...the people on the GSU found4                        A.     They...the people on the GSU found4                        A.     They...the people on the GSU found4                        A.     They...the people on the GSU found
5               out I was collecting signatures when they saw me5               out I was collecting signatures when they saw me5               out I was collecting signatures when they saw me5               out I was collecting signatures when they saw me
6               collecting signatures.6               collecting signatures.6               collecting signatures.6               collecting signatures.
7       65.              Q.     So you didn't talk to them ahead of7       65.              Q.     So you didn't talk to them ahead of7       65.              Q.     So you didn't talk to them ahead of7       65.              Q.     So you didn't talk to them ahead of
8               time about your intention to do so?  You didn't talk8               time about your intention to do so?  You didn't talk8               time about your intention to do so?  You didn't talk8               time about your intention to do so?  You didn't talk
9               to anyone in the UTGSU exec, I would say, about your9               to anyone in the UTGSU exec, I would say, about your9               to anyone in the UTGSU exec, I would say, about your9               to anyone in the UTGSU exec, I would say, about your
10              intentions ahead of time? 10              intentions ahead of time? 10              intentions ahead of time? 10              intentions ahead of time? 
11                       A.     I had been speaking about my issues11                       A.     I had been speaking about my issues11                       A.     I had been speaking about my issues11                       A.     I had been speaking about my issues
12              with the CFS, and my problems with what I see as12              with the CFS, and my problems with what I see as12              with the CFS, and my problems with what I see as12              with the CFS, and my problems with what I see as
13              their lack of democratic process and ineffectiveness13              their lack of democratic process and ineffectiveness13              their lack of democratic process and ineffectiveness13              their lack of democratic process and ineffectiveness
14              for quite some time.  So this is a conversation that14              for quite some time.  So this is a conversation that14              for quite some time.  So this is a conversation that14              for quite some time.  So this is a conversation that
15              I had been having with lots of people, but in terms15              I had been having with lots of people, but in terms15              I had been having with lots of people, but in terms15              I had been having with lots of people, but in terms
16              of my plan to start collecting signatures at that16              of my plan to start collecting signatures at that16              of my plan to start collecting signatures at that16              of my plan to start collecting signatures at that
17              time...so on that date in the beginning of17              time...so on that date in the beginning of17              time...so on that date in the beginning of17              time...so on that date in the beginning of
18              September, that was something that everyone pretty18              September, that was something that everyone pretty18              September, that was something that everyone pretty18              September, that was something that everyone pretty
19              much found out about at the same time. 19              much found out about at the same time. 19              much found out about at the same time. 19              much found out about at the same time. 
20                        I was pretty fearful of the response that20                        I was pretty fearful of the response that20                        I was pretty fearful of the response that20                        I was pretty fearful of the response that
21              I was going to get from CFS staffers and21              I was going to get from CFS staffers and21              I was going to get from CFS staffers and21              I was going to get from CFS staffers and
22              campaigners.  So I tried to keep that to as few22              campaigners.  So I tried to keep that to as few22              campaigners.  So I tried to keep that to as few22              campaigners.  So I tried to keep that to as few
23              people as possible, so that I wouldn't be giving23              people as possible, so that I wouldn't be giving23              people as possible, so that I wouldn't be giving23              people as possible, so that I wouldn't be giving
24              them more time to prepare their money and their24              them more time to prepare their money and their24              them more time to prepare their money and their24              them more time to prepare their money and their
25              staff to campaign against me. 25              staff to campaign against me. 25              staff to campaign against me. 25              staff to campaign against me. 
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1       66.              MR. CARSTEN:     Okay.  Go off the record. 1       66.              MR. CARSTEN:     Okay.  Go off the record. 1       66.              MR. CARSTEN:     Okay.  Go off the record. 1       66.              MR. CARSTEN:     Okay.  Go off the record. 
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5       67.              MR. CARSTEN:     I would ask for an5       67.              MR. CARSTEN:     I would ask for an5       67.              MR. CARSTEN:     I would ask for an5       67.              MR. CARSTEN:     I would ask for an
6                        undertaking.  I would like to be provided6                        undertaking.  I would like to be provided6                        undertaking.  I would like to be provided6                        undertaking.  I would like to be provided
7                        with the names and contact information of7                        with the names and contact information of7                        with the names and contact information of7                        with the names and contact information of
8                        every person who acted as a canvasser to8                        every person who acted as a canvasser to8                        every person who acted as a canvasser to8                        every person who acted as a canvasser to
9                        the best extent possible. 9                        the best extent possible. 9                        the best extent possible. 9                        the best extent possible. 
10                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll take it under10                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll take it under10                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll take it under10                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll take it under
11                       advisement.                                           U11                       advisement.                                           U11                       advisement.                                           U11                       advisement.                                           U
12      68.              MR. CARSTEN:     I would also like12      68.              MR. CARSTEN:     I would also like12      68.              MR. CARSTEN:     I would also like12      68.              MR. CARSTEN:     I would also like
13                       confirmation from the UTGSU...I suppose I13                       confirmation from the UTGSU...I suppose I13                       confirmation from the UTGSU...I suppose I13                       confirmation from the UTGSU...I suppose I
14                       can ask that on your examination, but since14                       can ask that on your examination, but since14                       can ask that on your examination, but since14                       can ask that on your examination, but since
15                       we're all on at once.  I would like15                       we're all on at once.  I would like15                       we're all on at once.  I would like15                       we're all on at once.  I would like
16                       confirmation from UTGSU that all the people16                       confirmation from UTGSU that all the people16                       confirmation from UTGSU that all the people16                       confirmation from UTGSU that all the people
17                       who will be identified, to the extent that17                       who will be identified, to the extent that17                       who will be identified, to the extent that17                       who will be identified, to the extent that
18                       they are identified or forced to do so by18                       they are identified or forced to do so by18                       they are identified or forced to do so by18                       they are identified or forced to do so by
19                       court order, that they are, in fact, UTGSU19                       court order, that they are, in fact, UTGSU19                       court order, that they are, in fact, UTGSU19                       court order, that they are, in fact, UTGSU
20                       members. 20                       members. 20                       members. 20                       members. 
21                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     I mean, I think we'll21                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     I mean, I think we'll21                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     I mean, I think we'll21                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     I mean, I think we'll
22                       have to wait.  You can ask that from Brad. 22                       have to wait.  You can ask that from Brad. 22                       have to wait.  You can ask that from Brad. 22                       have to wait.  You can ask that from Brad. 
23      69.              MR. CARSTEN:     I know.  It's his counsel,23      69.              MR. CARSTEN:     I know.  It's his counsel,23      69.              MR. CARSTEN:     I know.  It's his counsel,23      69.              MR. CARSTEN:     I know.  It's his counsel,
24                       right, who gives an undertaking.  24                       right, who gives an undertaking.  24                       right, who gives an undertaking.  24                       right, who gives an undertaking.  
25                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     I'll take it under25                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     I'll take it under25                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     I'll take it under25                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     I'll take it under
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1                        advisement with my client.                            U1                        advisement with my client.                            U1                        advisement with my client.                            U1                        advisement with my client.                            U
2       70.              MR. CARSTEN:     Okay.  Those are all my2       70.              MR. CARSTEN:     Okay.  Those are all my2       70.              MR. CARSTEN:     Okay.  Those are all my2       70.              MR. CARSTEN:     Okay.  Those are all my
3                        questions.  3                        questions.  3                        questions.  3                        questions.  
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5       CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BURKE:5       CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BURKE:5       CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BURKE:5       CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BURKE:
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7       71.              Q.     Ms. Ingle, I have some questions for7       71.              Q.     Ms. Ingle, I have some questions for7       71.              Q.     Ms. Ingle, I have some questions for7       71.              Q.     Ms. Ingle, I have some questions for
8               you.  8               you.  8               you.  8               you.  
9                        A.     M'hm.9                        A.     M'hm.9                        A.     M'hm.9                        A.     M'hm.
10      72.              Q.     I understand that you first10      72.              Q.     I understand that you first10      72.              Q.     I understand that you first10      72.              Q.     I understand that you first
11              contemplated the initiation of a petition in the11              contemplated the initiation of a petition in the11              contemplated the initiation of a petition in the11              contemplated the initiation of a petition in the
12              spring of 2013? 12              spring of 2013? 12              spring of 2013? 12              spring of 2013? 
13                       A.     Yes. 13                       A.     Yes. 13                       A.     Yes. 13                       A.     Yes. 
14      73.              Q.     Yes? 14      73.              Q.     Yes? 14      73.              Q.     Yes? 14      73.              Q.     Yes? 
15                       A.     Yes. 15                       A.     Yes. 15                       A.     Yes. 15                       A.     Yes. 
16      74.              Q.     All right, and when in the spring of16      74.              Q.     All right, and when in the spring of16      74.              Q.     All right, and when in the spring of16      74.              Q.     All right, and when in the spring of
17              2013? 17              2013? 17              2013? 17              2013? 
18                       A.     I would say that it's difficult to18                       A.     I would say that it's difficult to18                       A.     I would say that it's difficult to18                       A.     I would say that it's difficult to
19              pick one date, because as I said, based on my19              pick one date, because as I said, based on my19              pick one date, because as I said, based on my19              pick one date, because as I said, based on my
20              experiences with the CFS over a period of years, I20              experiences with the CFS over a period of years, I20              experiences with the CFS over a period of years, I20              experiences with the CFS over a period of years, I
21              was led to this as a decision about the well-being21              was led to this as a decision about the well-being21              was led to this as a decision about the well-being21              was led to this as a decision about the well-being
22              of GSU members in terms of their representation.  So22              of GSU members in terms of their representation.  So22              of GSU members in terms of their representation.  So22              of GSU members in terms of their representation.  So
23              that's not really a thing that, like, you think23              that's not really a thing that, like, you think23              that's not really a thing that, like, you think23              that's not really a thing that, like, you think
24              about one day. 24              about one day. 24              about one day. 24              about one day. 
25                        It was an idea that was evolving in my25                        It was an idea that was evolving in my25                        It was an idea that was evolving in my25                        It was an idea that was evolving in my
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1               mind, and that's really when I started to consider1               mind, and that's really when I started to consider1               mind, and that's really when I started to consider1               mind, and that's really when I started to consider
2               it seriously, was around that period of time.2               it seriously, was around that period of time.2               it seriously, was around that period of time.2               it seriously, was around that period of time.
3       75.              Q.     It may not be a thing that you think3       75.              Q.     It may not be a thing that you think3       75.              Q.     It may not be a thing that you think3       75.              Q.     It may not be a thing that you think
4               about one day, but one day you make a decision,4               about one day, but one day you make a decision,4               about one day, but one day you make a decision,4               about one day, but one day you make a decision,
5               right, and you made a decision at a point in time. 5               right, and you made a decision at a point in time. 5               right, and you made a decision at a point in time. 5               right, and you made a decision at a point in time. 
6               Isn't that correct? 6               Isn't that correct? 6               Isn't that correct? 6               Isn't that correct? 
7                        A.     So I would say that the decision7                        A.     So I would say that the decision7                        A.     So I would say that the decision7                        A.     So I would say that the decision
8               was...that I made the final decision to do it?  At8               was...that I made the final decision to do it?  At8               was...that I made the final decision to do it?  At8               was...that I made the final decision to do it?  At
9               the point in which I went to Staples and bought,9               the point in which I went to Staples and bought,9               the point in which I went to Staples and bought,9               the point in which I went to Staples and bought,
10              like, 20 clipboard and a box of pens and printed out10              like, 20 clipboard and a box of pens and printed out10              like, 20 clipboard and a box of pens and printed out10              like, 20 clipboard and a box of pens and printed out
11              the petitions.  That was the moment when I had11              the petitions.  That was the moment when I had11              the petitions.  That was the moment when I had11              the petitions.  That was the moment when I had
12              finally decided that.12              finally decided that.12              finally decided that.12              finally decided that.
13      76.              Q.     And when was that? 13      76.              Q.     And when was that? 13      76.              Q.     And when was that? 13      76.              Q.     And when was that? 
14                       A.     That was September 5th.14                       A.     That was September 5th.14                       A.     That was September 5th.14                       A.     That was September 5th.
15      77.              Q.     You say in paragraph 9:15      77.              Q.     You say in paragraph 9:15      77.              Q.     You say in paragraph 9:15      77.              Q.     You say in paragraph 9:
16                       "...I began to contemplate starting a16                       "...I began to contemplate starting a16                       "...I began to contemplate starting a16                       "...I began to contemplate starting a
17                       petition to hold a referendum on UTGSU's17                       petition to hold a referendum on UTGSU's17                       petition to hold a referendum on UTGSU's17                       petition to hold a referendum on UTGSU's
18                       membership in CFS and CFS - Ontario in the18                       membership in CFS and CFS - Ontario in the18                       membership in CFS and CFS - Ontario in the18                       membership in CFS and CFS - Ontario in the
19                       spring of 2013..." 19                       spring of 2013..." 19                       spring of 2013..." 19                       spring of 2013..." 
20                       A.     So that's when I began to20                       A.     So that's when I began to20                       A.     So that's when I began to20                       A.     So that's when I began to
21              contemplate it...21              contemplate it...21              contemplate it...21              contemplate it...
22      78.              Q.     Yes.22      78.              Q.     Yes.22      78.              Q.     Yes.22      78.              Q.     Yes.
23                       A.     ...as it states.23                       A.     ...as it states.23                       A.     ...as it states.23                       A.     ...as it states.
24      79.              Q.     Yes.24      79.              Q.     Yes.24      79.              Q.     Yes.24      79.              Q.     Yes.
25                       A.     I'm telling you that that was25                       A.     I'm telling you that that was25                       A.     I'm telling you that that was25                       A.     I'm telling you that that was
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1               something that...so it's a big decision, knowing the1               something that...so it's a big decision, knowing the1               something that...so it's a big decision, knowing the1               something that...so it's a big decision, knowing the
2               kind of extreme response that I was going to get2               kind of extreme response that I was going to get2               kind of extreme response that I was going to get2               kind of extreme response that I was going to get
3               from the CFS and CFS supporters.  So it was a3               from the CFS and CFS supporters.  So it was a3               from the CFS and CFS supporters.  So it was a3               from the CFS and CFS supporters.  So it was a
4               decision that filled me with a lot of anxiety, that4               decision that filled me with a lot of anxiety, that4               decision that filled me with a lot of anxiety, that4               decision that filled me with a lot of anxiety, that
5               I was honestly afraid of the fallout that I was5               I was honestly afraid of the fallout that I was5               I was honestly afraid of the fallout that I was5               I was honestly afraid of the fallout that I was
6               going to experience because of it. 6               going to experience because of it. 6               going to experience because of it. 6               going to experience because of it. 
7                         So I would say that it was something that7                         So I would say that it was something that7                         So I would say that it was something that7                         So I would say that it was something that
8               I had gone back and forth on, up until the moment8               I had gone back and forth on, up until the moment8               I had gone back and forth on, up until the moment8               I had gone back and forth on, up until the moment
9               when I invested around 100 bucks into clipboards,9               when I invested around 100 bucks into clipboards,9               when I invested around 100 bucks into clipboards,9               when I invested around 100 bucks into clipboards,
10              pens and paper, and said, "All right, Ashleigh,10              pens and paper, and said, "All right, Ashleigh,10              pens and paper, and said, "All right, Ashleigh,10              pens and paper, and said, "All right, Ashleigh,
11              we're doing this," and then went out and started11              we're doing this," and then went out and started11              we're doing this," and then went out and started11              we're doing this," and then went out and started
12              doing it.12              doing it.12              doing it.12              doing it.
13      80.              Q.     All right.  So if that's the case,13      80.              Q.     All right.  So if that's the case,13      80.              Q.     All right.  So if that's the case,13      80.              Q.     All right.  So if that's the case,
14              when did you speak with Mr. Borins? 14              when did you speak with Mr. Borins? 14              when did you speak with Mr. Borins? 14              when did you speak with Mr. Borins? 
15                       A.     I would have to check about the15                       A.     I would have to check about the15                       A.     I would have to check about the15                       A.     I would have to check about the
16              exact date, but...16              exact date, but...16              exact date, but...16              exact date, but...
17      81.              Q.     What are you going to check? 17      81.              Q.     What are you going to check? 17      81.              Q.     What are you going to check? 17      81.              Q.     What are you going to check? 
18                       A.     So I would want to...you asked when18                       A.     So I would want to...you asked when18                       A.     So I would want to...you asked when18                       A.     So I would want to...you asked when
19              I contacted David Borins? 19              I contacted David Borins? 19              I contacted David Borins? 19              I contacted David Borins? 
20      82.              Q.     Yes.20      82.              Q.     Yes.20      82.              Q.     Yes.20      82.              Q.     Yes.
21                       A.     I would have to double-check what21                       A.     I would have to double-check what21                       A.     I would have to double-check what21                       A.     I would have to double-check what
22              the first time that I contacted David Borins is.  I22              the first time that I contacted David Borins is.  I22              the first time that I contacted David Borins is.  I22              the first time that I contacted David Borins is.  I
23              don't know off the top of my head.23              don't know off the top of my head.23              don't know off the top of my head.23              don't know off the top of my head.
24      83.              Q.     I'm asking you what are you going to24      83.              Q.     I'm asking you what are you going to24      83.              Q.     I'm asking you what are you going to24      83.              Q.     I'm asking you what are you going to
25              check.25              check.25              check.25              check.
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1                        A.     What am I going to check? 1                        A.     What am I going to check? 1                        A.     What am I going to check? 1                        A.     What am I going to check? 
2       84.              Q.     Yes, you said, "I'm going to check." 2       84.              Q.     Yes, you said, "I'm going to check." 2       84.              Q.     Yes, you said, "I'm going to check." 2       84.              Q.     Yes, you said, "I'm going to check." 
3               So you're going to go back to check against3               So you're going to go back to check against3               So you're going to go back to check against3               So you're going to go back to check against
4               something.  What are you going to check?4               something.  What are you going to check?4               something.  What are you going to check?4               something.  What are you going to check?
5                        A.     I imagine that I would check my e-5                        A.     I imagine that I would check my e-5                        A.     I imagine that I would check my e-5                        A.     I imagine that I would check my e-
6               mail.  I don't have the same cellphone as when I6               mail.  I don't have the same cellphone as when I6               mail.  I don't have the same cellphone as when I6               mail.  I don't have the same cellphone as when I
7               was...back then.7               was...back then.7               was...back then.7               was...back then.
8       85.              Q.     So you had e-mail communication with8       85.              Q.     So you had e-mail communication with8       85.              Q.     So you had e-mail communication with8       85.              Q.     So you had e-mail communication with
9               Mr. Borins in the spring of 2013? 9               Mr. Borins in the spring of 2013? 9               Mr. Borins in the spring of 2013? 9               Mr. Borins in the spring of 2013? 
10                       A.     No, I said that I have had e-mail10                       A.     No, I said that I have had e-mail10                       A.     No, I said that I have had e-mail10                       A.     No, I said that I have had e-mail
11              communications with David Borins, and I would have11              communications with David Borins, and I would have11              communications with David Borins, and I would have11              communications with David Borins, and I would have
12              to check as to when that was. 12              to check as to when that was. 12              to check as to when that was. 12              to check as to when that was. 
13      86.              Q.     Okay, when do you think that was? 13      86.              Q.     Okay, when do you think that was? 13      86.              Q.     Okay, when do you think that was? 13      86.              Q.     Okay, when do you think that was? 
14                       A.     I couldn't tell you.  I would have14                       A.     I couldn't tell you.  I would have14                       A.     I couldn't tell you.  I would have14                       A.     I couldn't tell you.  I would have
15              to check. 15              to check. 15              to check. 15              to check. 
16                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Can I maybe ask what the16                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Can I maybe ask what the16                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Can I maybe ask what the16                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Can I maybe ask what the
17                       relevance of her communications with a17                       relevance of her communications with a17                       relevance of her communications with a17                       relevance of her communications with a
18                       lawyer is to this? 18                       lawyer is to this? 18                       lawyer is to this? 18                       lawyer is to this? 
19      87.              MR. BURKE:     Well, as far as I know, you19      87.              MR. BURKE:     Well, as far as I know, you19      87.              MR. BURKE:     Well, as far as I know, you19      87.              MR. BURKE:     Well, as far as I know, you
20                       can have communications with a lawyer and20                       can have communications with a lawyer and20                       can have communications with a lawyer and20                       can have communications with a lawyer and
21                       not necessarily be in a solicitor/client21                       not necessarily be in a solicitor/client21                       not necessarily be in a solicitor/client21                       not necessarily be in a solicitor/client
22                       relationship.  So did you pay Mr. Borins22                       relationship.  So did you pay Mr. Borins22                       relationship.  So did you pay Mr. Borins22                       relationship.  So did you pay Mr. Borins
23                       for any services? 23                       for any services? 23                       for any services? 23                       for any services? 
24                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I have to say...so Mr.24                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I have to say...so Mr.24                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I have to say...so Mr.24                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I have to say...so Mr.
25                       Borins is actually...I won't be giving over25                       Borins is actually...I won't be giving over25                       Borins is actually...I won't be giving over25                       Borins is actually...I won't be giving over
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1                        my retainer.  Mr. Borins is contemplated in1                        my retainer.  Mr. Borins is contemplated in1                        my retainer.  Mr. Borins is contemplated in1                        my retainer.  Mr. Borins is contemplated in
2                        my retainer specifically as someone who is2                        my retainer specifically as someone who is2                        my retainer specifically as someone who is2                        my retainer specifically as someone who is
3                        within that retainer.  So it's our position3                        within that retainer.  So it's our position3                        within that retainer.  So it's our position3                        within that retainer.  So it's our position
4                        that Mr. Borins is, through my retainer,4                        that Mr. Borins is, through my retainer,4                        that Mr. Borins is, through my retainer,4                        that Mr. Borins is, through my retainer,
5                        retained to assist Ms. Ingle, and I don't5                        retained to assist Ms. Ingle, and I don't5                        retained to assist Ms. Ingle, and I don't5                        retained to assist Ms. Ingle, and I don't
6                        think we're going to get into the details6                        think we're going to get into the details6                        think we're going to get into the details6                        think we're going to get into the details
7                        of that with this particular client. 7                        of that with this particular client. 7                        of that with this particular client. 7                        of that with this particular client. 
8       88.              MR. BURKE:     You have opened the door in8       88.              MR. BURKE:     You have opened the door in8       88.              MR. BURKE:     You have opened the door in8       88.              MR. BURKE:     You have opened the door in
9                        your affidavit.  The affidavit says:9                        your affidavit.  The affidavit says:9                        your affidavit.  The affidavit says:9                        your affidavit.  The affidavit says:
10                              "...He assisted me in coming up with10                              "...He assisted me in coming up with10                              "...He assisted me in coming up with10                              "...He assisted me in coming up with
11                              a list of guidelines as to how to11                              a list of guidelines as to how to11                              a list of guidelines as to how to11                              a list of guidelines as to how to
12                              obtain signatures in a manner that12                              obtain signatures in a manner that12                              obtain signatures in a manner that12                              obtain signatures in a manner that
13                              is compliant with the CFS and the13                              is compliant with the CFS and the13                              is compliant with the CFS and the13                              is compliant with the CFS and the
14                              CFSO's bylaws..."14                              CFSO's bylaws..."14                              CFSO's bylaws..."14                              CFSO's bylaws..."
15                       Then you include the guidelines at Exhibit15                       Then you include the guidelines at Exhibit15                       Then you include the guidelines at Exhibit15                       Then you include the guidelines at Exhibit
16                       B to Ms. Ingle's affidavit that he has16                       B to Ms. Ingle's affidavit that he has16                       B to Ms. Ingle's affidavit that he has16                       B to Ms. Ingle's affidavit that he has
17                       assisted with.  So I say I'm entitled to17                       assisted with.  So I say I'm entitled to17                       assisted with.  So I say I'm entitled to17                       assisted with.  So I say I'm entitled to
18                       know the nature of the communications,18                       know the nature of the communications,18                       know the nature of the communications,18                       know the nature of the communications,
19                       because it goes to the issue as to the19                       because it goes to the issue as to the19                       because it goes to the issue as to the19                       because it goes to the issue as to the
20                       criteria and what Ms. Ingle's knowledge was20                       criteria and what Ms. Ingle's knowledge was20                       criteria and what Ms. Ingle's knowledge was20                       criteria and what Ms. Ingle's knowledge was
21                       at any one particular point in time.  21                       at any one particular point in time.  21                       at any one particular point in time.  21                       at any one particular point in time.  
22                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     In order to move things22                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     In order to move things22                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     In order to move things22                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     In order to move things
23                       forward, I think it might be easiest if we23                       forward, I think it might be easiest if we23                       forward, I think it might be easiest if we23                       forward, I think it might be easiest if we
24                       take an undertaking as to provide you with24                       take an undertaking as to provide you with24                       take an undertaking as to provide you with24                       take an undertaking as to provide you with
25                       when she first...she contacted Mr. Borins.25                       when she first...she contacted Mr. Borins.25                       when she first...she contacted Mr. Borins.25                       when she first...she contacted Mr. Borins.
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1       89.              MR. BURKE:     As to when she first1       89.              MR. BURKE:     As to when she first1       89.              MR. BURKE:     As to when she first1       89.              MR. BURKE:     As to when she first
2                        contacted Mr. Borins? 2                        contacted Mr. Borins? 2                        contacted Mr. Borins? 2                        contacted Mr. Borins? 
3                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Yes.                               U3                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Yes.                               U3                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Yes.                               U3                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Yes.                               U
4       90.              MR. BURKE:     And my question remains on4       90.              MR. BURKE:     And my question remains on4       90.              MR. BURKE:     And my question remains on4       90.              MR. BURKE:     And my question remains on
5                        the record to provide the communication in5                        the record to provide the communication in5                        the record to provide the communication in5                        the record to provide the communication in
6                        relation to the development of the6                        relation to the development of the6                        relation to the development of the6                        relation to the development of the
7                        guidelines that are noted in paragraph 9.  7                        guidelines that are noted in paragraph 9.  7                        guidelines that are noted in paragraph 9.  7                        guidelines that are noted in paragraph 9.  
8                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     I'll take that under8                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     I'll take that under8                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     I'll take that under8                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     I'll take that under
9                        advisement.                                           U9                        advisement.                                           U9                        advisement.                                           U9                        advisement.                                           U
10      91.              MR. BURKE:     Mr. Monkhouse, when were you10      91.              MR. BURKE:     Mr. Monkhouse, when were you10      91.              MR. BURKE:     Mr. Monkhouse, when were you10      91.              MR. BURKE:     Mr. Monkhouse, when were you
11                       first retained? 11                       first retained? 11                       first retained? 11                       first retained? 
12                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I would have to check my12                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I would have to check my12                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I would have to check my12                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I would have to check my
13                       records.13                       records.13                       records.13                       records.
14      92.              MR. BURKE:     I would like you to advise14      92.              MR. BURKE:     I would like you to advise14      92.              MR. BURKE:     I would like you to advise14      92.              MR. BURKE:     I would like you to advise
15                       us as to when you were first retained, as15                       us as to when you were first retained, as15                       us as to when you were first retained, as15                       us as to when you were first retained, as
16                       well, because you're saying this is part of16                       well, because you're saying this is part of16                       well, because you're saying this is part of16                       well, because you're saying this is part of
17                       your retainer.  That is what you have told17                       your retainer.  That is what you have told17                       your retainer.  That is what you have told17                       your retainer.  That is what you have told
18                       us, true? 18                       us, true? 18                       us, true? 18                       us, true? 
19                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I can take an19                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I can take an19                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I can take an19                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I can take an
20                       undertaking as to the date the retainer was20                       undertaking as to the date the retainer was20                       undertaking as to the date the retainer was20                       undertaking as to the date the retainer was
21                       signed.                                               U21                       signed.                                               U21                       signed.                                               U21                       signed.                                               U
22      93.              MR. BURKE:     All right.22      93.              MR. BURKE:     All right.22      93.              MR. BURKE:     All right.22      93.              MR. BURKE:     All right.
23232323
24      BY MR. BURKE :24      BY MR. BURKE :24      BY MR. BURKE :24      BY MR. BURKE :
25      94.              Q.     So Ms. Ingle, you say it was the25      94.              Q.     So Ms. Ingle, you say it was the25      94.              Q.     So Ms. Ingle, you say it was the25      94.              Q.     So Ms. Ingle, you say it was the
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1               spring of 2013, correct, that you first contemplated1               spring of 2013, correct, that you first contemplated1               spring of 2013, correct, that you first contemplated1               spring of 2013, correct, that you first contemplated
2               it.  As you were contemplating, who did you first2               it.  As you were contemplating, who did you first2               it.  As you were contemplating, who did you first2               it.  As you were contemplating, who did you first
3               talk to about this? 3               talk to about this? 3               talk to about this? 3               talk to about this? 
4                        A.     I don't know if I could tell you the4                        A.     I don't know if I could tell you the4                        A.     I don't know if I could tell you the4                        A.     I don't know if I could tell you the
5               first person that I contacted, if I'm to take your5               first person that I contacted, if I'm to take your5               first person that I contacted, if I'm to take your5               first person that I contacted, if I'm to take your
6               question literally.6               question literally.6               question literally.6               question literally.
7       95.              Q.     I'm just asking who you contacted7       95.              Q.     I'm just asking who you contacted7       95.              Q.     I'm just asking who you contacted7       95.              Q.     I'm just asking who you contacted
8               first.  There is no need to dissect my question to8               first.  There is no need to dissect my question to8               first.  There is no need to dissect my question to8               first.  There is no need to dissect my question to
9               that degree.  I'm asking you who is the first person9               that degree.  I'm asking you who is the first person9               that degree.  I'm asking you who is the first person9               that degree.  I'm asking you who is the first person
10              that you talked to about this possibility of10              that you talked to about this possibility of10              that you talked to about this possibility of10              that you talked to about this possibility of
11              initiating this petition. 11              initiating this petition. 11              initiating this petition. 11              initiating this petition. 
12                       A.     So I'm a very detail-oriented12                       A.     So I'm a very detail-oriented12                       A.     So I'm a very detail-oriented12                       A.     So I'm a very detail-oriented
13              person.  I could not tell you the first person I13              person.  I could not tell you the first person I13              person.  I could not tell you the first person I13              person.  I could not tell you the first person I
14              talked to because I cannot guarantee that it was the14              talked to because I cannot guarantee that it was the14              talked to because I cannot guarantee that it was the14              talked to because I cannot guarantee that it was the
15              first person I spoke to.  So I am taking your15              first person I spoke to.  So I am taking your15              first person I spoke to.  So I am taking your15              first person I spoke to.  So I am taking your
16              question literally, and I cannot give you that16              question literally, and I cannot give you that16              question literally, and I cannot give you that16              question literally, and I cannot give you that
17              information.17              information.17              information.17              information.
18      96.              Q.     Who was the first person that you18      96.              Q.     Who was the first person that you18      96.              Q.     Who was the first person that you18      96.              Q.     Who was the first person that you
19              recollect speaking to? 19              recollect speaking to? 19              recollect speaking to? 19              recollect speaking to? 
20                       A.     So are you  asking in that period of20                       A.     So are you  asking in that period of20                       A.     So are you  asking in that period of20                       A.     So are you  asking in that period of
21              time what people I spoke to, because I'm telling you21              time what people I spoke to, because I'm telling you21              time what people I spoke to, because I'm telling you21              time what people I spoke to, because I'm telling you
22              that I cannot give you the order of people that I22              that I cannot give you the order of people that I22              that I cannot give you the order of people that I22              that I cannot give you the order of people that I
23              spoke to.23              spoke to.23              spoke to.23              spoke to.
24      97.              Q.     Ms. Ingle, I'm asking...you say you24      97.              Q.     Ms. Ingle, I'm asking...you say you24      97.              Q.     Ms. Ingle, I'm asking...you say you24      97.              Q.     Ms. Ingle, I'm asking...you say you
25              first contemplated bringing this in the spring of25              first contemplated bringing this in the spring of25              first contemplated bringing this in the spring of25              first contemplated bringing this in the spring of
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1               2013. 1               2013. 1               2013. 1               2013. 
2                        A.     M'hm. 2                        A.     M'hm. 2                        A.     M'hm. 2                        A.     M'hm. 
3       98.              Q.     Correct?  You can't tell me the3       98.              Q.     Correct?  You can't tell me the3       98.              Q.     Correct?  You can't tell me the3       98.              Q.     Correct?  You can't tell me the
4               date, right?  You're unable to tell me a specific4               date, right?  You're unable to tell me a specific4               date, right?  You're unable to tell me a specific4               date, right?  You're unable to tell me a specific
5               date.  You have given that evidence today.5               date.  You have given that evidence today.5               date.  You have given that evidence today.5               date.  You have given that evidence today.
6                        A.     I am unable to tell you the specific6                        A.     I am unable to tell you the specific6                        A.     I am unable to tell you the specific6                        A.     I am unable to tell you the specific
7               date that I first had a thought, yes.7               date that I first had a thought, yes.7               date that I first had a thought, yes.7               date that I first had a thought, yes.
8       99.              Q.     Right.  So I am asking you now8       99.              Q.     Right.  So I am asking you now8       99.              Q.     Right.  So I am asking you now8       99.              Q.     Right.  So I am asking you now
9               whether you can recollect who was the first person9               whether you can recollect who was the first person9               whether you can recollect who was the first person9               whether you can recollect who was the first person
10              that you went and spoke to.  Who was the first10              that you went and spoke to.  Who was the first10              that you went and spoke to.  Who was the first10              that you went and spoke to.  Who was the first
11              person that you recollect speaking to after your11              person that you recollect speaking to after your11              person that you recollect speaking to after your11              person that you recollect speaking to after your
12              initial contemplation of bringing the petition? 12              initial contemplation of bringing the petition? 12              initial contemplation of bringing the petition? 12              initial contemplation of bringing the petition? 
13              What is your recollection? 13              What is your recollection? 13              What is your recollection? 13              What is your recollection? 
14                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Mr. Burke, I think she14                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Mr. Burke, I think she14                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Mr. Burke, I think she14                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Mr. Burke, I think she
15                       has given that answer twice, that she15                       has given that answer twice, that she15                       has given that answer twice, that she15                       has given that answer twice, that she
16                       doesn't have a recollection of the first16                       doesn't have a recollection of the first16                       doesn't have a recollection of the first16                       doesn't have a recollection of the first
17                       person.17                       person.17                       person.17                       person.
18      100.             MR. BURKE:     No, and I'm saying who is18      100.             MR. BURKE:     No, and I'm saying who is18      100.             MR. BURKE:     No, and I'm saying who is18      100.             MR. BURKE:     No, and I'm saying who is
19                       the first...she doesn't know who the first19                       the first...she doesn't know who the first19                       the first...she doesn't know who the first19                       the first...she doesn't know who the first
20                       person is.  She has told me that, but I'm20                       person is.  She has told me that, but I'm20                       person is.  She has told me that, but I'm20                       person is.  She has told me that, but I'm
21                       saying what is her recollection as to who21                       saying what is her recollection as to who21                       saying what is her recollection as to who21                       saying what is her recollection as to who
22                       the first person was.  So who is the first22                       the first person was.  So who is the first22                       the first person was.  So who is the first22                       the first person was.  So who is the first
23                       person she can think of today?  It may not23                       person she can think of today?  It may not23                       person she can think of today?  It may not23                       person she can think of today?  It may not
24                       necessarily have been the first person, but24                       necessarily have been the first person, but24                       necessarily have been the first person, but24                       necessarily have been the first person, but
25                       what is her recollection today as to the25                       what is her recollection today as to the25                       what is her recollection today as to the25                       what is her recollection today as to the
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1                        first person was, if that distinction is... 1                        first person was, if that distinction is... 1                        first person was, if that distinction is... 1                        first person was, if that distinction is... 
2                        MR. DEL GOBBO:     I think that's really2                        MR. DEL GOBBO:     I think that's really2                        MR. DEL GOBBO:     I think that's really2                        MR. DEL GOBBO:     I think that's really
3                        speculative. 3                        speculative. 3                        speculative. 3                        speculative. 
4                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     My understanding is that4                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     My understanding is that4                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     My understanding is that4                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     My understanding is that
5                        she answered that question as well.  She5                        she answered that question as well.  She5                        she answered that question as well.  She5                        she answered that question as well.  She
6                        cannot recollect who the first person was. 6                        cannot recollect who the first person was. 6                        cannot recollect who the first person was. 6                        cannot recollect who the first person was. 
7777
8       BY MR. BURKE :8       BY MR. BURKE :8       BY MR. BURKE :8       BY MR. BURKE :
9       101.             Q.     Who did you speak to generally?  Who9       101.             Q.     Who did you speak to generally?  Who9       101.             Q.     Who did you speak to generally?  Who9       101.             Q.     Who did you speak to generally?  Who
10              are the people you do remember, Ms. Ingle? 10              are the people you do remember, Ms. Ingle? 10              are the people you do remember, Ms. Ingle? 10              are the people you do remember, Ms. Ingle? 
11                       A.     I remember speaking to Adrian Katz.11                       A.     I remember speaking to Adrian Katz.11                       A.     I remember speaking to Adrian Katz.11                       A.     I remember speaking to Adrian Katz.
12      102.             Q.     Yes? 12      102.             Q.     Yes? 12      102.             Q.     Yes? 12      102.             Q.     Yes? 
13                       A.     I remember speaking to Lex Gill.13                       A.     I remember speaking to Lex Gill.13                       A.     I remember speaking to Lex Gill.13                       A.     I remember speaking to Lex Gill.
14      103.             Q.     Yes? 14      103.             Q.     Yes? 14      103.             Q.     Yes? 14      103.             Q.     Yes? 
15                       A.     And I...yes, those are the people I15                       A.     And I...yes, those are the people I15                       A.     And I...yes, those are the people I15                       A.     And I...yes, those are the people I
16              remember speaking to in that period of time.16              remember speaking to in that period of time.16              remember speaking to in that period of time.16              remember speaking to in that period of time.
17      104.             Q.     And in that period of time would you17      104.             Q.     And in that period of time would you17      104.             Q.     And in that period of time would you17      104.             Q.     And in that period of time would you
18              have also spoken to Mr. Borins? 18              have also spoken to Mr. Borins? 18              have also spoken to Mr. Borins? 18              have also spoken to Mr. Borins? 
19                       A.     I believe that at some point around19                       A.     I believe that at some point around19                       A.     I believe that at some point around19                       A.     I believe that at some point around
20              there I may have had a phone call with David Borins,20              there I may have had a phone call with David Borins,20              there I may have had a phone call with David Borins,20              there I may have had a phone call with David Borins,
21              but I really couldn't tell you exactly when that21              but I really couldn't tell you exactly when that21              but I really couldn't tell you exactly when that21              but I really couldn't tell you exactly when that
22              was, as I already answered.22              was, as I already answered.22              was, as I already answered.22              was, as I already answered.
23      105.             Q.     All right, and I take it that you23      105.             Q.     All right, and I take it that you23      105.             Q.     All right, and I take it that you23      105.             Q.     All right, and I take it that you
24              knew, as you were contemplating this petition, that24              knew, as you were contemplating this petition, that24              knew, as you were contemplating this petition, that24              knew, as you were contemplating this petition, that
25              there were certain procedures or processes that had25              there were certain procedures or processes that had25              there were certain procedures or processes that had25              there were certain procedures or processes that had
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1               to be followed, correct? 1               to be followed, correct? 1               to be followed, correct? 1               to be followed, correct? 
2                        A.     Yes. 2                        A.     Yes. 2                        A.     Yes. 2                        A.     Yes. 
3       106.             Q.     And you were familiar with the3       106.             Q.     And you were familiar with the3       106.             Q.     And you were familiar with the3       106.             Q.     And you were familiar with the
4               bylaws of the Canadian Federation of Students? 4               bylaws of the Canadian Federation of Students? 4               bylaws of the Canadian Federation of Students? 4               bylaws of the Canadian Federation of Students? 
5                        A.     I am familiar with the bylaws of the5                        A.     I am familiar with the bylaws of the5                        A.     I am familiar with the bylaws of the5                        A.     I am familiar with the bylaws of the
6               Canadian Federation of Students.  I am also aware6               Canadian Federation of Students.  I am also aware6               Canadian Federation of Students.  I am also aware6               Canadian Federation of Students.  I am also aware
7               that getting a petition recognized is generally7               that getting a petition recognized is generally7               that getting a petition recognized is generally7               that getting a petition recognized is generally
8               rather contentious, and not very easy to do, which8               rather contentious, and not very easy to do, which8               rather contentious, and not very easy to do, which8               rather contentious, and not very easy to do, which
9               is why I also contacted people like Adrian Katz and9               is why I also contacted people like Adrian Katz and9               is why I also contacted people like Adrian Katz and9               is why I also contacted people like Adrian Katz and
10              Lex Gill, who have been in this situation before,10              Lex Gill, who have been in this situation before,10              Lex Gill, who have been in this situation before,10              Lex Gill, who have been in this situation before,
11              and are also in legal proceedings with the Canadian11              and are also in legal proceedings with the Canadian11              and are also in legal proceedings with the Canadian11              and are also in legal proceedings with the Canadian
12              Federation of Students.12              Federation of Students.12              Federation of Students.12              Federation of Students.
13      107.             Q.     But my question was, Ms. Ingle, you13      107.             Q.     But my question was, Ms. Ingle, you13      107.             Q.     But my question was, Ms. Ingle, you13      107.             Q.     But my question was, Ms. Ingle, you
14              were familiar with the bylaws of the Canadian14              were familiar with the bylaws of the Canadian14              were familiar with the bylaws of the Canadian14              were familiar with the bylaws of the Canadian
15              Federation of Students as you were contemplating the15              Federation of Students as you were contemplating the15              Federation of Students as you were contemplating the15              Federation of Students as you were contemplating the
16              bringing of a petition? 16              bringing of a petition? 16              bringing of a petition? 16              bringing of a petition? 
17                       A.     I have read the bylaws of the17                       A.     I have read the bylaws of the17                       A.     I have read the bylaws of the17                       A.     I have read the bylaws of the
18              Canadian Federation of Students, yes.18              Canadian Federation of Students, yes.18              Canadian Federation of Students, yes.18              Canadian Federation of Students, yes.
19      108.             Q.     Yes, and you were familiar with19      108.             Q.     Yes, and you were familiar with19      108.             Q.     Yes, and you were familiar with19      108.             Q.     Yes, and you were familiar with
20              those prior to the initiation of your petition in20              those prior to the initiation of your petition in20              those prior to the initiation of your petition in20              those prior to the initiation of your petition in
21              September of 2013? 21              September of 2013? 21              September of 2013? 21              September of 2013? 
22                       A.     I read the bylaws of the22                       A.     I read the bylaws of the22                       A.     I read the bylaws of the22                       A.     I read the bylaws of the
23              Canadian...or at least an older version, because we23              Canadian...or at least an older version, because we23              Canadian...or at least an older version, because we23              Canadian...or at least an older version, because we
24              don't have an updated at the GSU, but I had read a24              don't have an updated at the GSU, but I had read a24              don't have an updated at the GSU, but I had read a24              don't have an updated at the GSU, but I had read a
25              version of the Canadian Federation of Students25              version of the Canadian Federation of Students25              version of the Canadian Federation of Students25              version of the Canadian Federation of Students
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1               bylaws years before this happened, before I ever1               bylaws years before this happened, before I ever1               bylaws years before this happened, before I ever1               bylaws years before this happened, before I ever
2               attended a CFS AGM.2               attended a CFS AGM.2               attended a CFS AGM.2               attended a CFS AGM.
3       109.             Q.     Right, and I take it you would have3       109.             Q.     Right, and I take it you would have3       109.             Q.     Right, and I take it you would have3       109.             Q.     Right, and I take it you would have
4               revisited those as you contemplated a petition? 4               revisited those as you contemplated a petition? 4               revisited those as you contemplated a petition? 4               revisited those as you contemplated a petition? 
5                        A.     I have periodically looked at the5                        A.     I have periodically looked at the5                        A.     I have periodically looked at the5                        A.     I have periodically looked at the
6               bylaws that have to do with decertification, yes.6               bylaws that have to do with decertification, yes.6               bylaws that have to do with decertification, yes.6               bylaws that have to do with decertification, yes.
7       110.             Q.     Right, and in looking at those, you7       110.             Q.     Right, and in looking at those, you7       110.             Q.     Right, and in looking at those, you7       110.             Q.     Right, and in looking at those, you
8               are familiar...if we just go to Mr. Evoy's affidavit8               are familiar...if we just go to Mr. Evoy's affidavit8               are familiar...if we just go to Mr. Evoy's affidavit8               are familiar...if we just go to Mr. Evoy's affidavit
9               at tab B... 9               at tab B... 9               at tab B... 9               at tab B... 
10                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     To the extent it's10                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     To the extent it's10                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     To the extent it's10                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     To the extent it's
11                       relevant, the bylaws attached to Mr. Evoy's11                       relevant, the bylaws attached to Mr. Evoy's11                       relevant, the bylaws attached to Mr. Evoy's11                       relevant, the bylaws attached to Mr. Evoy's
12                       affidavit were amended November, 2013.12                       affidavit were amended November, 2013.12                       affidavit were amended November, 2013.12                       affidavit were amended November, 2013.
13      111.             MR. BURKE:     I realize that.  I don't13      111.             MR. BURKE:     I realize that.  I don't13      111.             MR. BURKE:     I realize that.  I don't13      111.             MR. BURKE:     I realize that.  I don't
14                       think anything turns on it, but if you want14                       think anything turns on it, but if you want14                       think anything turns on it, but if you want14                       think anything turns on it, but if you want
15                       to go to the May bylaws that are in Ms.15                       to go to the May bylaws that are in Ms.15                       to go to the May bylaws that are in Ms.15                       to go to the May bylaws that are in Ms.
16                       Watson's affidavit...if that's an issue, we16                       Watson's affidavit...if that's an issue, we16                       Watson's affidavit...if that's an issue, we16                       Watson's affidavit...if that's an issue, we
17                       can do that.  So let's go to Ms. Watson's17                       can do that.  So let's go to Ms. Watson's17                       can do that.  So let's go to Ms. Watson's17                       can do that.  So let's go to Ms. Watson's
18                       affidavit, Exhibit A, bylaw number 1,18                       affidavit, Exhibit A, bylaw number 1,18                       affidavit, Exhibit A, bylaw number 1,18                       affidavit, Exhibit A, bylaw number 1,
19                       section 6 under "Vote to Decertify".  19                       section 6 under "Vote to Decertify".  19                       section 6 under "Vote to Decertify".  19                       section 6 under "Vote to Decertify".  
20202020
21      BY MR. BURKE :21      BY MR. BURKE :21      BY MR. BURKE :21      BY MR. BURKE :
22      112.             Q.     Do you see that? 22      112.             Q.     Do you see that? 22      112.             Q.     Do you see that? 22      112.             Q.     Do you see that? 
23                       A.     Yes. 23                       A.     Yes. 23                       A.     Yes. 23                       A.     Yes. 
24      113.             Q.     And if you look at the bottom of24      113.             Q.     And if you look at the bottom of24      113.             Q.     And if you look at the bottom of24      113.             Q.     And if you look at the bottom of
25              that page, it says:25              that page, it says:25              that page, it says:25              that page, it says:
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1                        "...The petition may not contain any words1                        "...The petition may not contain any words1                        "...The petition may not contain any words1                        "...The petition may not contain any words
2                        or images, with the exception of those2                        or images, with the exception of those2                        or images, with the exception of those2                        or images, with the exception of those
3                        required by bylaw 1(a), and those required3                        required by bylaw 1(a), and those required3                        required by bylaw 1(a), and those required3                        required by bylaw 1(a), and those required
4                        to indicate which fields a signatory must4                        to indicate which fields a signatory must4                        to indicate which fields a signatory must4                        to indicate which fields a signatory must
5                        complete..." 5                        complete..." 5                        complete..." 5                        complete..." 
6                        A.     M'hm.6                        A.     M'hm.6                        A.     M'hm.6                        A.     M'hm.
7       114.             Q.     You were aware of that requirement? 7       114.             Q.     You were aware of that requirement? 7       114.             Q.     You were aware of that requirement? 7       114.             Q.     You were aware of that requirement? 
8                        A.     I am looking at it right now, yes.8                        A.     I am looking at it right now, yes.8                        A.     I am looking at it right now, yes.8                        A.     I am looking at it right now, yes.
9       115.             Q.     You were aware of that in the spring9       115.             Q.     You were aware of that in the spring9       115.             Q.     You were aware of that in the spring9       115.             Q.     You were aware of that in the spring
10              of 2013? 10              of 2013? 10              of 2013? 10              of 2013? 
11                       A.     I knew that we couldn't put, like,11                       A.     I knew that we couldn't put, like,11                       A.     I knew that we couldn't put, like,11                       A.     I knew that we couldn't put, like,
12              any graphics or logos on the petition, yes.12              any graphics or logos on the petition, yes.12              any graphics or logos on the petition, yes.12              any graphics or logos on the petition, yes.
13      116.             Q.     All right, and looking at the next13      116.             Q.     All right, and looking at the next13      116.             Q.     All right, and looking at the next13      116.             Q.     All right, and looking at the next
14              paragraph:14              paragraph:14              paragraph:14              paragraph:
15                       "...In order to be considered valid, a name15                       "...In order to be considered valid, a name15                       "...In order to be considered valid, a name15                       "...In order to be considered valid, a name
16                       on a petition must be reasonably legible,16                       on a petition must be reasonably legible,16                       on a petition must be reasonably legible,16                       on a petition must be reasonably legible,
17                       include the proper full name, be17                       include the proper full name, be17                       include the proper full name, be17                       include the proper full name, be
18                       accompanied by a valid and corresponding18                       accompanied by a valid and corresponding18                       accompanied by a valid and corresponding18                       accompanied by a valid and corresponding
19                       student identification number and a unique19                       student identification number and a unique19                       student identification number and a unique19                       student identification number and a unique
20                       signature..."20                       signature..."20                       signature..."20                       signature..."
21              Correct? 21              Correct? 21              Correct? 21              Correct? 
22                       A.     Yes. 22                       A.     Yes. 22                       A.     Yes. 22                       A.     Yes. 
23      117.             Q.     And you were familiar with those23      117.             Q.     And you were familiar with those23      117.             Q.     And you were familiar with those23      117.             Q.     And you were familiar with those
24              requirements? 24              requirements? 24              requirements? 24              requirements? 
25                       A.     M'hm.25                       A.     M'hm.25                       A.     M'hm.25                       A.     M'hm.
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1       118.             Q.     And in fact, you have given us your1       118.             Q.     And in fact, you have given us your1       118.             Q.     And in fact, you have given us your1       118.             Q.     And in fact, you have given us your
2               guidelines, which are found at tab B of your2               guidelines, which are found at tab B of your2               guidelines, which are found at tab B of your2               guidelines, which are found at tab B of your
3               affidavit, and you'll agree with me that these3               affidavit, and you'll agree with me that these3               affidavit, and you'll agree with me that these3               affidavit, and you'll agree with me that these
4               requirements were paraphrased at the bottom of the4               requirements were paraphrased at the bottom of the4               requirements were paraphrased at the bottom of the4               requirements were paraphrased at the bottom of the
5               page in terms of what information needs to be on the5               page in terms of what information needs to be on the5               page in terms of what information needs to be on the5               page in terms of what information needs to be on the
6               petition, correct? 6               petition, correct? 6               petition, correct? 6               petition, correct? 
7                        A.     M'hm.7                        A.     M'hm.7                        A.     M'hm.7                        A.     M'hm.
8       119.             Q.     And that was your effort to8       119.             Q.     And that was your effort to8       119.             Q.     And that was your effort to8       119.             Q.     And that was your effort to
9               paraphrase the requirements of the bylaws, true? 9               paraphrase the requirements of the bylaws, true? 9               paraphrase the requirements of the bylaws, true? 9               paraphrase the requirements of the bylaws, true? 
10                       A.     I didn't write this document.10                       A.     I didn't write this document.10                       A.     I didn't write this document.10                       A.     I didn't write this document.
11      120.             Q.     Well, but you were distributing the11      120.             Q.     Well, but you were distributing the11      120.             Q.     Well, but you were distributing the11      120.             Q.     Well, but you were distributing the
12              document? 12              document? 12              document? 12              document? 
13                       A.     Yes, and I was verbally explaining13                       A.     Yes, and I was verbally explaining13                       A.     Yes, and I was verbally explaining13                       A.     Yes, and I was verbally explaining
14              it to people.14              it to people.14              it to people.14              it to people.
15      121.             Q.     And you reviewed the document? 15      121.             Q.     And you reviewed the document? 15      121.             Q.     And you reviewed the document? 15      121.             Q.     And you reviewed the document? 
16                       A.     Yes, but you asked if this was my16                       A.     Yes, but you asked if this was my16                       A.     Yes, but you asked if this was my16                       A.     Yes, but you asked if this was my
17              paraphrasing, and I didn't write the document.17              paraphrasing, and I didn't write the document.17              paraphrasing, and I didn't write the document.17              paraphrasing, and I didn't write the document.
18      122.             Q.     I'm going to get to who wrote the18      122.             Q.     I'm going to get to who wrote the18      122.             Q.     I'm going to get to who wrote the18      122.             Q.     I'm going to get to who wrote the
19              document in a moment, Ms. Ingle.  You distributed19              document in a moment, Ms. Ingle.  You distributed19              document in a moment, Ms. Ingle.  You distributed19              document in a moment, Ms. Ingle.  You distributed
20              the document.  You approved of its contents, true? 20              the document.  You approved of its contents, true? 20              the document.  You approved of its contents, true? 20              the document.  You approved of its contents, true? 
21                       A.     I trusted on advice that this was an21                       A.     I trusted on advice that this was an21                       A.     I trusted on advice that this was an21                       A.     I trusted on advice that this was an
22              accurate representation of the bylaws.22              accurate representation of the bylaws.22              accurate representation of the bylaws.22              accurate representation of the bylaws.
23      123.             Q.     All right.  So let's just talk about23      123.             Q.     All right.  So let's just talk about23      123.             Q.     All right.  So let's just talk about23      123.             Q.     All right.  So let's just talk about
24              who did write the guidelines.24              who did write the guidelines.24              who did write the guidelines.24              who did write the guidelines.
25                       A.     David Borins.25                       A.     David Borins.25                       A.     David Borins.25                       A.     David Borins.
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1       124.             Q.     Mr. Borins, and when were these1       124.             Q.     Mr. Borins, and when were these1       124.             Q.     Mr. Borins, and when were these1       124.             Q.     Mr. Borins, and when were these
2               written? 2               written? 2               written? 2               written? 
3                        A.     I would have to look it up.  I3                        A.     I would have to look it up.  I3                        A.     I would have to look it up.  I3                        A.     I would have to look it up.  I
4               couldn't tell you.4               couldn't tell you.4               couldn't tell you.4               couldn't tell you.
5       125.             Q.     All right, can you advise me as to5       125.             Q.     All right, can you advise me as to5       125.             Q.     All right, can you advise me as to5       125.             Q.     All right, can you advise me as to
6               when they were written, as they may help us in this6               when they were written, as they may help us in this6               when they were written, as they may help us in this6               when they were written, as they may help us in this
7               timeline? 7               timeline? 7               timeline? 7               timeline? 
8                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Is that an undertaking? 8                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Is that an undertaking? 8                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Is that an undertaking? 8                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Is that an undertaking? 
9       126.             MR. BURKE:     I'm asking for an9       126.             MR. BURKE:     I'm asking for an9       126.             MR. BURKE:     I'm asking for an9       126.             MR. BURKE:     I'm asking for an
10                       undertaking.  I assume it is being given. 10                       undertaking.  I assume it is being given. 10                       undertaking.  I assume it is being given. 10                       undertaking.  I assume it is being given. 
11                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Well, so my...are you11                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Well, so my...are you11                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Well, so my...are you11                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Well, so my...are you
12                       asking her as to when they were written,12                       asking her as to when they were written,12                       asking her as to when they were written,12                       asking her as to when they were written,
13                       because she said she didn't write them.  So13                       because she said she didn't write them.  So13                       because she said she didn't write them.  So13                       because she said she didn't write them.  So
14                       I'm not sure she is going to be able to14                       I'm not sure she is going to be able to14                       I'm not sure she is going to be able to14                       I'm not sure she is going to be able to
15                       give an answer as to when they were15                       give an answer as to when they were15                       give an answer as to when they were15                       give an answer as to when they were
16                       written. 16                       written. 16                       written. 16                       written. 
17      127.             MR. BURKE:     She has had communication17      127.             MR. BURKE:     She has had communication17      127.             MR. BURKE:     She has had communication17      127.             MR. BURKE:     She has had communication
18                       with Mr. Borins in the past.  I'm sure she18                       with Mr. Borins in the past.  I'm sure she18                       with Mr. Borins in the past.  I'm sure she18                       with Mr. Borins in the past.  I'm sure she
19                       can have communications with Mr. Borins in19                       can have communications with Mr. Borins in19                       can have communications with Mr. Borins in19                       can have communications with Mr. Borins in
20                       the future, and if he is part of your20                       the future, and if he is part of your20                       the future, and if he is part of your20                       the future, and if he is part of your
21                       retainer, you could have those21                       retainer, you could have those21                       retainer, you could have those21                       retainer, you could have those
22                       communications with him.22                       communications with him.22                       communications with him.22                       communications with him.
23                       THE DEPONENT:     Are you asking me when I23                       THE DEPONENT:     Are you asking me when I23                       THE DEPONENT:     Are you asking me when I23                       THE DEPONENT:     Are you asking me when I
24                       received this document?  Is that question? 24                       received this document?  Is that question? 24                       received this document?  Is that question? 24                       received this document?  Is that question? 
25                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Sorry, if I could25                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Sorry, if I could25                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Sorry, if I could25                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Sorry, if I could
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1                        just...but are you asking me to ask Mr.1                        just...but are you asking me to ask Mr.1                        just...but are you asking me to ask Mr.1                        just...but are you asking me to ask Mr.
2                        Borins when he drafted them, or are you2                        Borins when he drafted them, or are you2                        Borins when he drafted them, or are you2                        Borins when he drafted them, or are you
3                        asking when she received them? 3                        asking when she received them? 3                        asking when she received them? 3                        asking when she received them? 
4       128.             MR. BURKE:     Ask Mr. Borins. 4       128.             MR. BURKE:     Ask Mr. Borins. 4       128.             MR. BURKE:     Ask Mr. Borins. 4       128.             MR. BURKE:     Ask Mr. Borins. 
5                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Okay, so you want5                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Okay, so you want5                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Okay, so you want5                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     Okay, so you want
6                        an...that's what I'm trying...are you6                        an...that's what I'm trying...are you6                        an...that's what I'm trying...are you6                        an...that's what I'm trying...are you
7                        trying to get when she got it or when they7                        trying to get when she got it or when they7                        trying to get when she got it or when they7                        trying to get when she got it or when they
8                        were drafted? 8                        were drafted? 8                        were drafted? 8                        were drafted? 
9       129.             MR. BURKE:     We'll get to that, too.  So9       129.             MR. BURKE:     We'll get to that, too.  So9       129.             MR. BURKE:     We'll get to that, too.  So9       129.             MR. BURKE:     We'll get to that, too.  So
10                       when were they written, ask Mr. Borins?  10                       when were they written, ask Mr. Borins?  10                       when were they written, ask Mr. Borins?  10                       when were they written, ask Mr. Borins?  
11111111
12      BY MR. BURKE :12      BY MR. BURKE :12      BY MR. BURKE :12      BY MR. BURKE :
13      130.             Q.     When did you receive them, Ms.13      130.             Q.     When did you receive them, Ms.13      130.             Q.     When did you receive them, Ms.13      130.             Q.     When did you receive them, Ms.
14              Ingle?14              Ingle?14              Ingle?14              Ingle?
15                       A.     I don't know.  I would have to look15                       A.     I don't know.  I would have to look15                       A.     I don't know.  I would have to look15                       A.     I don't know.  I would have to look
16              into it.16              into it.16              into it.16              into it.
17      131.             Q.     And what are you looking into? 17      131.             Q.     And what are you looking into? 17      131.             Q.     And what are you looking into? 17      131.             Q.     And what are you looking into? 
18                       A.     When this document was e-mailed to18                       A.     When this document was e-mailed to18                       A.     When this document was e-mailed to18                       A.     When this document was e-mailed to
19              me and when I opened it, hence when I received it.19              me and when I opened it, hence when I received it.19              me and when I opened it, hence when I received it.19              me and when I opened it, hence when I received it.
20      132.             Q.     So you still have your e-mails20      132.             Q.     So you still have your e-mails20      132.             Q.     So you still have your e-mails20      132.             Q.     So you still have your e-mails
21              around the preparation in advance of the...the21              around the preparation in advance of the...the21              around the preparation in advance of the...the21              around the preparation in advance of the...the
22              preparations for the petition, you still have those22              preparations for the petition, you still have those22              preparations for the petition, you still have those22              preparations for the petition, you still have those
23              e-mails with various people? 23              e-mails with various people? 23              e-mails with various people? 23              e-mails with various people? 
24                       A.     I haven't checked specifically, but24                       A.     I haven't checked specifically, but24                       A.     I haven't checked specifically, but24                       A.     I haven't checked specifically, but
25              I have not deleted e-mails.25              I have not deleted e-mails.25              I have not deleted e-mails.25              I have not deleted e-mails.
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1       133.             Q.     Okay, that's a good start.  So I1       133.             Q.     Okay, that's a good start.  So I1       133.             Q.     Okay, that's a good start.  So I1       133.             Q.     Okay, that's a good start.  So I
2               would like any e-mail communications around these,2               would like any e-mail communications around these,2               would like any e-mail communications around these,2               would like any e-mail communications around these,
3               with particular reference to the requirements of the3               with particular reference to the requirements of the3               with particular reference to the requirements of the3               with particular reference to the requirements of the
4               petition, Mr. Monkhouse? 4               petition, Mr. Monkhouse? 4               petition, Mr. Monkhouse? 4               petition, Mr. Monkhouse? 
5                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll take it under5                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll take it under5                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll take it under5                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll take it under
6                        advisement.                                           U6                        advisement.                                           U6                        advisement.                                           U6                        advisement.                                           U
7       134.             MR. BURKE:     All right, and I would also,7       134.             MR. BURKE:     All right, and I would also,7       134.             MR. BURKE:     All right, and I would also,7       134.             MR. BURKE:     All right, and I would also,
8                        given that you haven't deleted any of your8                        given that you haven't deleted any of your8                        given that you haven't deleted any of your8                        given that you haven't deleted any of your
9                        e-mails, I would like the e-mails that you9                        e-mails, I would like the e-mails that you9                        e-mails, I would like the e-mails that you9                        e-mails, I would like the e-mails that you
10                       have communicated with any person who may10                       have communicated with any person who may10                       have communicated with any person who may10                       have communicated with any person who may
11                       have been a canvasser to obtain petitions. 11                       have been a canvasser to obtain petitions. 11                       have been a canvasser to obtain petitions. 11                       have been a canvasser to obtain petitions. 
12                       I would like those e-mails as well, please. 12                       I would like those e-mails as well, please. 12                       I would like those e-mails as well, please. 12                       I would like those e-mails as well, please. 
13                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll take that as an13                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll take that as an13                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll take that as an13                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll take that as an
14                       undertaking.                                          U14                       undertaking.                                          U14                       undertaking.                                          U14                       undertaking.                                          U
15151515
16      BY MR. BURKE :16      BY MR. BURKE :16      BY MR. BURKE :16      BY MR. BURKE :
17      135.             Q.     Now, in your answers to Mr. Carsten,17      135.             Q.     Now, in your answers to Mr. Carsten,17      135.             Q.     Now, in your answers to Mr. Carsten,17      135.             Q.     Now, in your answers to Mr. Carsten,
18              you made a distinction between official and18              you made a distinction between official and18              you made a distinction between official and18              you made a distinction between official and
19              unofficial communications as I heard your answer in19              unofficial communications as I heard your answer in19              unofficial communications as I heard your answer in19              unofficial communications as I heard your answer in
20              terms of what was happening in relation to the20              terms of what was happening in relation to the20              terms of what was happening in relation to the20              terms of what was happening in relation to the
21              verification of the petition.  You made that21              verification of the petition.  You made that21              verification of the petition.  You made that21              verification of the petition.  You made that
22              distinction in your evidence.  What is the basis of22              distinction in your evidence.  What is the basis of22              distinction in your evidence.  What is the basis of22              distinction in your evidence.  What is the basis of
23              that distinction? 23              that distinction? 23              that distinction? 23              that distinction? 
24                       A.     I believe I said "formal", and if I24                       A.     I believe I said "formal", and if I24                       A.     I believe I said "formal", and if I24                       A.     I believe I said "formal", and if I
25              didn't, that's what I meant.  So an example for me25              didn't, that's what I meant.  So an example for me25              didn't, that's what I meant.  So an example for me25              didn't, that's what I meant.  So an example for me
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1               of a formal communication in this context would be,1               of a formal communication in this context would be,1               of a formal communication in this context would be,1               of a formal communication in this context would be,
2               like, an update that the GSU executive would give at2               like, an update that the GSU executive would give at2               like, an update that the GSU executive would give at2               like, an update that the GSU executive would give at
3               a council about the state of where the petition is3               a council about the state of where the petition is3               a council about the state of where the petition is3               a council about the state of where the petition is
4               or what is happening, like that. 4               or what is happening, like that. 4               or what is happening, like that. 4               or what is happening, like that. 
5                         What I would define as an informal5                         What I would define as an informal5                         What I would define as an informal5                         What I would define as an informal
6               communication is someone saying, "I'm really6               communication is someone saying, "I'm really6               communication is someone saying, "I'm really6               communication is someone saying, "I'm really
7               frustrated at how long this is taking."7               frustrated at how long this is taking."7               frustrated at how long this is taking."7               frustrated at how long this is taking."
8       136.             Q.     Okay. 8       136.             Q.     Okay. 8       136.             Q.     Okay. 8       136.             Q.     Okay. 
9                        A.     So I can't guarantee that I didn't9                        A.     So I can't guarantee that I didn't9                        A.     So I can't guarantee that I didn't9                        A.     So I can't guarantee that I didn't
10              overhear an informal statement like, "I'm really10              overhear an informal statement like, "I'm really10              overhear an informal statement like, "I'm really10              overhear an informal statement like, "I'm really
11              frustrated with how long this verification is11              frustrated with how long this verification is11              frustrated with how long this verification is11              frustrated with how long this verification is
12              taking," but I know that in terms of actually12              taking," but I know that in terms of actually12              taking," but I know that in terms of actually12              taking," but I know that in terms of actually
13              receiving information, like actual content-filled13              receiving information, like actual content-filled13              receiving information, like actual content-filled13              receiving information, like actual content-filled
14              information about the state of the verification,14              information about the state of the verification,14              information about the state of the verification,14              information about the state of the verification,
15              that that was happening in a more formal way in GSU15              that that was happening in a more formal way in GSU15              that that was happening in a more formal way in GSU15              that that was happening in a more formal way in GSU
16              council meetings.16              council meetings.16              council meetings.16              council meetings.
17      137.             Q.     And did you have any quote, unquote,17      137.             Q.     And did you have any quote, unquote,17      137.             Q.     And did you have any quote, unquote,17      137.             Q.     And did you have any quote, unquote,
18              informal discussions or communications with any18              informal discussions or communications with any18              informal discussions or communications with any18              informal discussions or communications with any
19              UTGSU executive members about the state, about the19              UTGSU executive members about the state, about the19              UTGSU executive members about the state, about the19              UTGSU executive members about the state, about the
20              process of verification and what was happening? 20              process of verification and what was happening? 20              process of verification and what was happening? 20              process of verification and what was happening? 
21                       A.     So as with many GSU members, I spend21                       A.     So as with many GSU members, I spend21                       A.     So as with many GSU members, I spend21                       A.     So as with many GSU members, I spend
22              time in places like the GSU building, because that's22              time in places like the GSU building, because that's22              time in places like the GSU building, because that's22              time in places like the GSU building, because that's
23              where there is a gym and a bar and a café and things23              where there is a gym and a bar and a café and things23              where there is a gym and a bar and a café and things23              where there is a gym and a bar and a café and things
24              like that.  So I'm sure at some point I overheard24              like that.  So I'm sure at some point I overheard24              like that.  So I'm sure at some point I overheard24              like that.  So I'm sure at some point I overheard
25              communications like that.25              communications like that.25              communications like that.25              communications like that.
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1       138.             Q.     So let me separate out because I did1       138.             Q.     So let me separate out because I did1       138.             Q.     So let me separate out because I did1       138.             Q.     So let me separate out because I did
2               say discussions and communications.  So let me be2               say discussions and communications.  So let me be2               say discussions and communications.  So let me be2               say discussions and communications.  So let me be
3               more specific.  Any form of written communication3               more specific.  Any form of written communication3               more specific.  Any form of written communication3               more specific.  Any form of written communication
4               with any UTGSU executive member around the4               with any UTGSU executive member around the4               with any UTGSU executive member around the4               with any UTGSU executive member around the
5               development of the verification process and how it5               development of the verification process and how it5               development of the verification process and how it5               development of the verification process and how it
6               unfolded? 6               unfolded? 6               unfolded? 6               unfolded? 
7                        A.     Not that immediately comes to my7                        A.     Not that immediately comes to my7                        A.     Not that immediately comes to my7                        A.     Not that immediately comes to my
8               mind, no.8               mind, no.8               mind, no.8               mind, no.
9       139.             Q.     I would like you to search your9       139.             Q.     I would like you to search your9       139.             Q.     I would like you to search your9       139.             Q.     I would like you to search your
10              electronic repositories including your computer as10              electronic repositories including your computer as10              electronic repositories including your computer as10              electronic repositories including your computer as
11              well as your Smartphone and any other personal11              well as your Smartphone and any other personal11              well as your Smartphone and any other personal11              well as your Smartphone and any other personal
12              device you may have to determine whether there are12              device you may have to determine whether there are12              device you may have to determine whether there are12              device you may have to determine whether there are
13              communications of that nature, and if there are, to13              communications of that nature, and if there are, to13              communications of that nature, and if there are, to13              communications of that nature, and if there are, to
14              produce same. 14              produce same. 14              produce same. 14              produce same. 
15                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll make best efforts.           U15                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll make best efforts.           U15                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll make best efforts.           U15                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll make best efforts.           U
16      140.             MR. BURKE:     Thank you. 16      140.             MR. BURKE:     Thank you. 16      140.             MR. BURKE:     Thank you. 16      140.             MR. BURKE:     Thank you. 
17171717
18      BY MR. BURKE :18      BY MR. BURKE :18      BY MR. BURKE :18      BY MR. BURKE :
19      141.             Q.     One of the other things I am just a19      141.             Q.     One of the other things I am just a19      141.             Q.     One of the other things I am just a19      141.             Q.     One of the other things I am just a
20              little interested in, and that is you seem to be20              little interested in, and that is you seem to be20              little interested in, and that is you seem to be20              little interested in, and that is you seem to be
21              making a distinction about canvassers who were in21              making a distinction about canvassers who were in21              making a distinction about canvassers who were in21              making a distinction about canvassers who were in
22              the beginning...so you can remember a few people at22              the beginning...so you can remember a few people at22              the beginning...so you can remember a few people at22              the beginning...so you can remember a few people at
23              the beginning, and then...what do you characterize23              the beginning, and then...what do you characterize23              the beginning, and then...what do you characterize23              the beginning, and then...what do you characterize
24              as "the beginning"?  That was your evidence.  You24              as "the beginning"?  That was your evidence.  You24              as "the beginning"?  That was your evidence.  You24              as "the beginning"?  That was your evidence.  You
25              said, "I can remember..."  Was it Jason and Jason25              said, "I can remember..."  Was it Jason and Jason25              said, "I can remember..."  Was it Jason and Jason25              said, "I can remember..."  Was it Jason and Jason
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1               and Allison, "...from the beginning."  What is "the1               and Allison, "...from the beginning."  What is "the1               and Allison, "...from the beginning."  What is "the1               and Allison, "...from the beginning."  What is "the
2               beginning"?2               beginning"?2               beginning"?2               beginning"?
3                        A.     So like the first few days.3                        A.     So like the first few days.3                        A.     So like the first few days.3                        A.     So like the first few days.
4       142.             Q.     Okay, and why are you able to4       142.             Q.     Okay, and why are you able to4       142.             Q.     Okay, and why are you able to4       142.             Q.     Okay, and why are you able to
5               remember those three and not able to remember any5               remember those three and not able to remember any5               remember those three and not able to remember any5               remember those three and not able to remember any
6               others?6               others?6               others?6               others?
7                        A.     So there were some people who...so7                        A.     So there were some people who...so7                        A.     So there were some people who...so7                        A.     So there were some people who...so
8               as I said, like, this wasn't a public thing before8               as I said, like, this wasn't a public thing before8               as I said, like, this wasn't a public thing before8               as I said, like, this wasn't a public thing before
9               it happened.  So at that point, I was really9               it happened.  So at that point, I was really9               it happened.  So at that point, I was really9               it happened.  So at that point, I was really
10              depending on, like, a closer network of people who I10              depending on, like, a closer network of people who I10              depending on, like, a closer network of people who I10              depending on, like, a closer network of people who I
11              knew were on campus, who already knew about the CFS,11              knew were on campus, who already knew about the CFS,11              knew were on campus, who already knew about the CFS,11              knew were on campus, who already knew about the CFS,
12              were informed, and that I could just kind of get a12              were informed, and that I could just kind of get a12              were informed, and that I could just kind of get a12              were informed, and that I could just kind of get a
13              hold of, and ask them to come help me out for a day,13              hold of, and ask them to come help me out for a day,13              hold of, and ask them to come help me out for a day,13              hold of, and ask them to come help me out for a day,
14              versus later on in the canvassing when, you know, it14              versus later on in the canvassing when, you know, it14              versus later on in the canvassing when, you know, it14              versus later on in the canvassing when, you know, it
15              had been in the student newspaper. 15              had been in the student newspaper. 15              had been in the student newspaper. 15              had been in the student newspaper. 
16                        People heard about it.  People were16                        People heard about it.  People were16                        People heard about it.  People were16                        People heard about it.  People were
17              finding me to help out, and it became more of a17              finding me to help out, and it became more of a17              finding me to help out, and it became more of a17              finding me to help out, and it became more of a
18              public thing.  So that's how you go from having, you18              public thing.  So that's how you go from having, you18              public thing.  So that's how you go from having, you18              public thing.  So that's how you go from having, you
19              know, six canvassers to 80, or whatever it is.  As19              know, six canvassers to 80, or whatever it is.  As19              know, six canvassers to 80, or whatever it is.  As19              know, six canvassers to 80, or whatever it is.  As
20              it becomes a more public thing and I could speak20              it becomes a more public thing and I could speak20              it becomes a more public thing and I could speak20              it becomes a more public thing and I could speak
21              more openly about it, then more people got involved.21              more openly about it, then more people got involved.21              more openly about it, then more people got involved.21              more openly about it, then more people got involved.
22      143.             Q.     Did you keep a list of canvassers,22      143.             Q.     Did you keep a list of canvassers,22      143.             Q.     Did you keep a list of canvassers,22      143.             Q.     Did you keep a list of canvassers,
23              an electronic list or a written list? 23              an electronic list or a written list? 23              an electronic list or a written list? 23              an electronic list or a written list? 
24                       A.     I did not have an official list, no.24                       A.     I did not have an official list, no.24                       A.     I did not have an official list, no.24                       A.     I did not have an official list, no.
25      144.             Q.     Well, do you have an unofficial25      144.             Q.     Well, do you have an unofficial25      144.             Q.     Well, do you have an unofficial25      144.             Q.     Well, do you have an unofficial
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1               list? 1               list? 1               list? 1               list? 
2                        A.     No.2                        A.     No.2                        A.     No.2                        A.     No.
3       145.             Q.     So nothing on your computer that you3       145.             Q.     So nothing on your computer that you3       145.             Q.     So nothing on your computer that you3       145.             Q.     So nothing on your computer that you
4               say, "Oh, I have got Jack, Jill, Mary and Bob out4               say, "Oh, I have got Jack, Jill, Mary and Bob out4               say, "Oh, I have got Jack, Jill, Mary and Bob out4               say, "Oh, I have got Jack, Jill, Mary and Bob out
5               canvassing.  I should follow up with them."  You5               canvassing.  I should follow up with them."  You5               canvassing.  I should follow up with them."  You5               canvassing.  I should follow up with them."  You
6               have no records of that nature? 6               have no records of that nature? 6               have no records of that nature? 6               have no records of that nature? 
7                        A.     I mean, as I already said and as is7                        A.     I mean, as I already said and as is7                        A.     I mean, as I already said and as is7                        A.     I mean, as I already said and as is
8               included in the documents that were provided, I was8               included in the documents that were provided, I was8               included in the documents that were provided, I was8               included in the documents that were provided, I was
9               sending e-mails to people, but you know, who is9               sending e-mails to people, but you know, who is9               sending e-mails to people, but you know, who is9               sending e-mails to people, but you know, who is
10              available when you're talking about graduate10              available when you're talking about graduate10              available when you're talking about graduate10              available when you're talking about graduate
11              students is a very variable thing. 11              students is a very variable thing. 11              students is a very variable thing. 11              students is a very variable thing. 
12                        So some of the people who are on that e-12                        So some of the people who are on that e-12                        So some of the people who are on that e-12                        So some of the people who are on that e-
13              mail list weren't collecting signatures at all, and13              mail list weren't collecting signatures at all, and13              mail list weren't collecting signatures at all, and13              mail list weren't collecting signatures at all, and
14              they were just being, like, updated.14              they were just being, like, updated.14              they were just being, like, updated.14              they were just being, like, updated.
15      146.             Q.     Ms. Ingle... 15      146.             Q.     Ms. Ingle... 15      146.             Q.     Ms. Ingle... 15      146.             Q.     Ms. Ingle... 
16                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Maybe it would be useful16                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Maybe it would be useful16                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Maybe it would be useful16                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     Maybe it would be useful
17                       for my client... 17                       for my client... 17                       for my client... 17                       for my client... 
18      147.             MR. BURKE:     No, let me finish my18      147.             MR. BURKE:     No, let me finish my18      147.             MR. BURKE:     No, let me finish my18      147.             MR. BURKE:     No, let me finish my
19                       question. 19                       question. 19                       question. 19                       question. 
20                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     ...if you gave some20                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     ...if you gave some20                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     ...if you gave some20                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     ...if you gave some
21                       background as what you're looking for.21                       background as what you're looking for.21                       background as what you're looking for.21                       background as what you're looking for.
22      148.             MR. BURKE:     I'm looking for whether she22      148.             MR. BURKE:     I'm looking for whether she22      148.             MR. BURKE:     I'm looking for whether she22      148.             MR. BURKE:     I'm looking for whether she
23                       has a list. 23                       has a list. 23                       has a list. 23                       has a list. 
24                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     She said she doesn't24                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     She said she doesn't24                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     She said she doesn't24                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     She said she doesn't
25                       have a list.  She said she doesn't have a25                       have a list.  She said she doesn't have a25                       have a list.  She said she doesn't have a25                       have a list.  She said she doesn't have a
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1                        formal list and doesn't have an informal1                        formal list and doesn't have an informal1                        formal list and doesn't have an informal1                        formal list and doesn't have an informal
2                        list.  2                        list.  2                        list.  2                        list.  
3       149.             MR. BURKE:     She said, "I don't have an3       149.             MR. BURKE:     She said, "I don't have an3       149.             MR. BURKE:     She said, "I don't have an3       149.             MR. BURKE:     She said, "I don't have an
4                        official list." 4                        official list." 4                        official list." 4                        official list." 
5                        THE DEPONENT:     So what I mean by...5                        THE DEPONENT:     So what I mean by...5                        THE DEPONENT:     So what I mean by...5                        THE DEPONENT:     So what I mean by...
6666
7       BY MR. BURKE :7       BY MR. BURKE :7       BY MR. BURKE :7       BY MR. BURKE :
8       150.             Q.     And what I would like you to do is8       150.             Q.     And what I would like you to do is8       150.             Q.     And what I would like you to do is8       150.             Q.     And what I would like you to do is
9               to go back into your documents and determine, to9               to go back into your documents and determine, to9               to go back into your documents and determine, to9               to go back into your documents and determine, to
10              check, whether or not you had a list, and if you did10              check, whether or not you had a list, and if you did10              check, whether or not you had a list, and if you did10              check, whether or not you had a list, and if you did
11              have a list of any sort, whether it's partial or11              have a list of any sort, whether it's partial or11              have a list of any sort, whether it's partial or11              have a list of any sort, whether it's partial or
12              full, is to produce that to us. 12              full, is to produce that to us. 12              full, is to produce that to us. 12              full, is to produce that to us. 
13                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll make best efforts13                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll make best efforts13                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll make best efforts13                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     We'll make best efforts
14                       to find a list.                                       U14                       to find a list.                                       U14                       to find a list.                                       U14                       to find a list.                                       U
15151515
16      BY MR. BURKE :16      BY MR. BURKE :16      BY MR. BURKE :16      BY MR. BURKE :
17      151.             Q.     All right.  Now, in advance of the17      151.             Q.     All right.  Now, in advance of the17      151.             Q.     All right.  Now, in advance of the17      151.             Q.     All right.  Now, in advance of the
18              initiation of your process, which you say you sort18              initiation of your process, which you say you sort18              initiation of your process, which you say you sort18              initiation of your process, which you say you sort
19              of made the final decision in September, correct? 19              of made the final decision in September, correct? 19              of made the final decision in September, correct? 19              of made the final decision in September, correct? 
20                       A.     That was when I was completely sure20                       A.     That was when I was completely sure20                       A.     That was when I was completely sure20                       A.     That was when I was completely sure
21              that I was moving forward on it, yes.21              that I was moving forward on it, yes.21              that I was moving forward on it, yes.21              that I was moving forward on it, yes.
22      152.             Q.     And you're telling me you didn't22      152.             Q.     And you're telling me you didn't22      152.             Q.     And you're telling me you didn't22      152.             Q.     And you're telling me you didn't
23              tell anybody else before September? 23              tell anybody else before September? 23              tell anybody else before September? 23              tell anybody else before September? 
24                       A.     I had been speaking to, like, a24                       A.     I had been speaking to, like, a24                       A.     I had been speaking to, like, a24                       A.     I had been speaking to, like, a
25              couple of people I already named to you.  I talked25              couple of people I already named to you.  I talked25              couple of people I already named to you.  I talked25              couple of people I already named to you.  I talked
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1               to my boyfriend about it.1               to my boyfriend about it.1               to my boyfriend about it.1               to my boyfriend about it.
2       153.             Q.     Yes? 2       153.             Q.     Yes? 2       153.             Q.     Yes? 2       153.             Q.     Yes? 
3                        A.     Like, this was...yes, I certainly3                        A.     Like, this was...yes, I certainly3                        A.     Like, this was...yes, I certainly3                        A.     Like, this was...yes, I certainly
4               had talked to some people about it.4               had talked to some people about it.4               had talked to some people about it.4               had talked to some people about it.
5       154.             Q.     Okay, and did you tell them that you5       154.             Q.     Okay, and did you tell them that you5       154.             Q.     Okay, and did you tell them that you5       154.             Q.     Okay, and did you tell them that you
6               had made a decision that you were going to proceed6               had made a decision that you were going to proceed6               had made a decision that you were going to proceed6               had made a decision that you were going to proceed
7               forward? 7               forward? 7               forward? 7               forward? 
8                        A.     I don't think that that exact8                        A.     I don't think that that exact8                        A.     I don't think that that exact8                        A.     I don't think that that exact
9               conversation happened, no.9               conversation happened, no.9               conversation happened, no.9               conversation happened, no.
10      155.             Q.     When you say, "I don't think that10      155.             Q.     When you say, "I don't think that10      155.             Q.     When you say, "I don't think that10      155.             Q.     When you say, "I don't think that
11              exact conversation happened," are you saying to me11              exact conversation happened," are you saying to me11              exact conversation happened," are you saying to me11              exact conversation happened," are you saying to me
12              you didn't tell anybody that you had officially made12              you didn't tell anybody that you had officially made12              you didn't tell anybody that you had officially made12              you didn't tell anybody that you had officially made
13              a decision to proceed? 13              a decision to proceed? 13              a decision to proceed? 13              a decision to proceed? 
14                       A.     So I mean I, for sure, had talked to14                       A.     So I mean I, for sure, had talked to14                       A.     So I mean I, for sure, had talked to14                       A.     So I mean I, for sure, had talked to
15              Jason and said, like, "All right.  I'm going to go15              Jason and said, like, "All right.  I'm going to go15              Jason and said, like, "All right.  I'm going to go15              Jason and said, like, "All right.  I'm going to go
16              buy clipboards.  Can you meet me in this location? 16              buy clipboards.  Can you meet me in this location? 16              buy clipboards.  Can you meet me in this location? 16              buy clipboards.  Can you meet me in this location? 
17              This is where we're going to start."  This was a17              This is where we're going to start."  This was a17              This is where we're going to start."  This was a17              This is where we're going to start."  This was a
18              conversation that I had for sure, but as I said, I18              conversation that I had for sure, but as I said, I18              conversation that I had for sure, but as I said, I18              conversation that I had for sure, but as I said, I
19              was really worried about the response.  So I was19              was really worried about the response.  So I was19              was really worried about the response.  So I was19              was really worried about the response.  So I was
20              trying to keep things...like, until we were actually20              trying to keep things...like, until we were actually20              trying to keep things...like, until we were actually20              trying to keep things...like, until we were actually
21              on the ground and doing it, I was trying to keep21              on the ground and doing it, I was trying to keep21              on the ground and doing it, I was trying to keep21              on the ground and doing it, I was trying to keep
22              things as private as I could.  22              things as private as I could.  22              things as private as I could.  22              things as private as I could.  
23      156.             Q.     And that was in September, and23      156.             Q.     And that was in September, and23      156.             Q.     And that was in September, and23      156.             Q.     And that was in September, and
24              you're sure about that?  That was September? 24              you're sure about that?  That was September? 24              you're sure about that?  That was September? 24              you're sure about that?  That was September? 
25                       A.     That what conversation was in25                       A.     That what conversation was in25                       A.     That what conversation was in25                       A.     That what conversation was in
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1               September.1               September.1               September.1               September.
2       157.             Q.     That the first time you indicated to2       157.             Q.     That the first time you indicated to2       157.             Q.     That the first time you indicated to2       157.             Q.     That the first time you indicated to
3               anyone that you had made a decision to proceed was3               anyone that you had made a decision to proceed was3               anyone that you had made a decision to proceed was3               anyone that you had made a decision to proceed was
4               in September.4               in September.4               in September.4               in September.
5                        A.     Well, I mean, as I told you, I had5                        A.     Well, I mean, as I told you, I had5                        A.     Well, I mean, as I told you, I had5                        A.     Well, I mean, as I told you, I had
6               been talking to people about it, but personally the6               been talking to people about it, but personally the6               been talking to people about it, but personally the6               been talking to people about it, but personally the
7               moment when I was 100 percent sure that it was7               moment when I was 100 percent sure that it was7               moment when I was 100 percent sure that it was7               moment when I was 100 percent sure that it was
8               actually going to go forward was in September.8               actually going to go forward was in September.8               actually going to go forward was in September.8               actually going to go forward was in September.
9       158.             Q.     Okay.9       158.             Q.     Okay.9       158.             Q.     Okay.9       158.             Q.     Okay.
10                       A.     It was something that I had been10                       A.     It was something that I had been10                       A.     It was something that I had been10                       A.     It was something that I had been
11              considering for a long time and going back and forth11              considering for a long time and going back and forth11              considering for a long time and going back and forth11              considering for a long time and going back and forth
12              on.12              on.12              on.12              on.
13      159.             Q.     Well, Ms. Ingle, didn't you attend a13      159.             Q.     Well, Ms. Ingle, didn't you attend a13      159.             Q.     Well, Ms. Ingle, didn't you attend a13      159.             Q.     Well, Ms. Ingle, didn't you attend a
14              GSU executive meeting on Saturday the 31st of14              GSU executive meeting on Saturday the 31st of14              GSU executive meeting on Saturday the 31st of14              GSU executive meeting on Saturday the 31st of
15              August? 15              August? 15              August? 15              August? 
16                       A.     I am not sure.  I would have to16                       A.     I am not sure.  I would have to16                       A.     I am not sure.  I would have to16                       A.     I am not sure.  I would have to
17              double-check the date.17              double-check the date.17              double-check the date.17              double-check the date.
18      160.             Q.     I'm going to show you an agenda. 18      160.             Q.     I'm going to show you an agenda. 18      160.             Q.     I'm going to show you an agenda. 18      160.             Q.     I'm going to show you an agenda. 
19                       A.     Sure.  19                       A.     Sure.  19                       A.     Sure.  19                       A.     Sure.  
20      161.             Q.     It says there was an emergency20      161.             Q.     It says there was an emergency20      161.             Q.     It says there was an emergency20      161.             Q.     It says there was an emergency
21              meeting... 21              meeting... 21              meeting... 21              meeting... 
22                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     If I might be able to22                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     If I might be able to22                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     If I might be able to22                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     If I might be able to
23                       just finish reading it.23                       just finish reading it.23                       just finish reading it.23                       just finish reading it.
24      162.             MR. BURKE:     Sure, by all means.  24      162.             MR. BURKE:     Sure, by all means.  24      162.             MR. BURKE:     Sure, by all means.  24      162.             MR. BURKE:     Sure, by all means.  
25                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     All right, go ahead. 25                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     All right, go ahead. 25                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     All right, go ahead. 25                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     All right, go ahead. 
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1                        MR. DEL GOBBO:     Have you had a chance to1                        MR. DEL GOBBO:     Have you had a chance to1                        MR. DEL GOBBO:     Have you had a chance to1                        MR. DEL GOBBO:     Have you had a chance to
2                        read it over? 2                        read it over? 2                        read it over? 2                        read it over? 
3                        THE DEPONENT:     Yes.3                        THE DEPONENT:     Yes.3                        THE DEPONENT:     Yes.3                        THE DEPONENT:     Yes.
4444
5       BY MR. BURKE :5       BY MR. BURKE :5       BY MR. BURKE :5       BY MR. BURKE :
6       163.             Q.     So you attended on the 31st of6       163.             Q.     So you attended on the 31st of6       163.             Q.     So you attended on the 31st of6       163.             Q.     So you attended on the 31st of
7               August, 2013? 7               August, 2013? 7               August, 2013? 7               August, 2013? 
8                        A.     That is what it says on this meeting8                        A.     That is what it says on this meeting8                        A.     That is what it says on this meeting8                        A.     That is what it says on this meeting
9               highlights.9               highlights.9               highlights.9               highlights.
10      164.             Q.     Yes, and you don't contest that you10      164.             Q.     Yes, and you don't contest that you10      164.             Q.     Yes, and you don't contest that you10      164.             Q.     Yes, and you don't contest that you
11              attended on that particular day? 11              attended on that particular day? 11              attended on that particular day? 11              attended on that particular day? 
12                       A.     I have been to a lot of meetings.  I12                       A.     I have been to a lot of meetings.  I12                       A.     I have been to a lot of meetings.  I12                       A.     I have been to a lot of meetings.  I
13              don't remember if it was on this exact day, but this13              don't remember if it was on this exact day, but this13              don't remember if it was on this exact day, but this13              don't remember if it was on this exact day, but this
14              is what it says on the paper in front of me.  So14              is what it says on the paper in front of me.  So14              is what it says on the paper in front of me.  So14              is what it says on the paper in front of me.  So
15              I... 15              I... 15              I... 15              I... 
16      165.             Q.     No reason to contest it? 16      165.             Q.     No reason to contest it? 16      165.             Q.     No reason to contest it? 16      165.             Q.     No reason to contest it? 
17                       A.     Sure.17                       A.     Sure.17                       A.     Sure.17                       A.     Sure.
18      166.             Q.     And on that particular day, you were18      166.             Q.     And on that particular day, you were18      166.             Q.     And on that particular day, you were18      166.             Q.     And on that particular day, you were
19              there as a guest, true? 19              there as a guest, true? 19              there as a guest, true? 19              there as a guest, true? 
20                       A.     That's what it says on the20                       A.     That's what it says on the20                       A.     That's what it says on the20                       A.     That's what it says on the
21              highlights that I'm looking at.21              highlights that I'm looking at.21              highlights that I'm looking at.21              highlights that I'm looking at.
22      167.             Q.     And you were there with Jason22      167.             Q.     And you were there with Jason22      167.             Q.     And you were there with Jason22      167.             Q.     And you were there with Jason
23              Dumelie.  Is that the pronunciation, Dumelie? 23              Dumelie.  Is that the pronunciation, Dumelie? 23              Dumelie.  Is that the pronunciation, Dumelie? 23              Dumelie.  Is that the pronunciation, Dumelie? 
24                       A.     Close.24                       A.     Close.24                       A.     Close.24                       A.     Close.
25      168.             Q.     Close enough, all right.  The Jason25      168.             Q.     Close enough, all right.  The Jason25      168.             Q.     Close enough, all right.  The Jason25      168.             Q.     Close enough, all right.  The Jason
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1               Dumelie was the same Jason Dumelie that you have1               Dumelie was the same Jason Dumelie that you have1               Dumelie was the same Jason Dumelie that you have1               Dumelie was the same Jason Dumelie that you have
2               talked about as being one of the canvassers,2               talked about as being one of the canvassers,2               talked about as being one of the canvassers,2               talked about as being one of the canvassers,
3               correct? 3               correct? 3               correct? 3               correct? 
4                        A.     Yes. 4                        A.     Yes. 4                        A.     Yes. 4                        A.     Yes. 
5       169.             Q.     And it appears that the Canadian5       169.             Q.     And it appears that the Canadian5       169.             Q.     And it appears that the Canadian5       169.             Q.     And it appears that the Canadian
6               Federation of Students was a topic on that day? 6               Federation of Students was a topic on that day? 6               Federation of Students was a topic on that day? 6               Federation of Students was a topic on that day? 
7                        A.     M'hm.7                        A.     M'hm.7                        A.     M'hm.7                        A.     M'hm.
8       170.             Q.     And that the executive moved in8       170.             Q.     And that the executive moved in8       170.             Q.     And that the executive moved in8       170.             Q.     And that the executive moved in
9               camera, true? 9               camera, true? 9               camera, true? 9               camera, true? 
10                       A.     Yes. 10                       A.     Yes. 10                       A.     Yes. 10                       A.     Yes. 
11      171.             Q.     And they moved...the meeting was at11      171.             Q.     And they moved...the meeting was at11      171.             Q.     And they moved...the meeting was at11      171.             Q.     And they moved...the meeting was at
12              12:20 p.m., called to order at 12:20 p.m.12              12:20 p.m., called to order at 12:20 p.m.12              12:20 p.m., called to order at 12:20 p.m.12              12:20 p.m., called to order at 12:20 p.m.
13                       A.     M'hm.13                       A.     M'hm.13                       A.     M'hm.13                       A.     M'hm.
14      172.             Q.     And it comes out of the in camera14      172.             Q.     And it comes out of the in camera14      172.             Q.     And it comes out of the in camera14      172.             Q.     And it comes out of the in camera
15              session at 3:05 p.m.15              session at 3:05 p.m.15              session at 3:05 p.m.15              session at 3:05 p.m.
16                       A.     M'hm.16                       A.     M'hm.16                       A.     M'hm.16                       A.     M'hm.
17      173.             Q.     And it was an emergency meeting? 17      173.             Q.     And it was an emergency meeting? 17      173.             Q.     And it was an emergency meeting? 17      173.             Q.     And it was an emergency meeting? 
18                       A.     M'hm.18                       A.     M'hm.18                       A.     M'hm.18                       A.     M'hm.
19      174.             Q.     Right, you knew that.  It was an19      174.             Q.     Right, you knew that.  It was an19      174.             Q.     Right, you knew that.  It was an19      174.             Q.     Right, you knew that.  It was an
20              emergency meeting, a special meeting that had been20              emergency meeting, a special meeting that had been20              emergency meeting, a special meeting that had been20              emergency meeting, a special meeting that had been
21              called?  21              called?  21              called?  21              called?  
22                       A.     That's what it says here.22                       A.     That's what it says here.22                       A.     That's what it says here.22                       A.     That's what it says here.
23      175.             Q.     All right, and why was an emergency23      175.             Q.     All right, and why was an emergency23      175.             Q.     All right, and why was an emergency23      175.             Q.     All right, and why was an emergency
24              meeting being called?  What is your information,24              meeting being called?  What is your information,24              meeting being called?  What is your information,24              meeting being called?  What is your information,
25              knowledge or belief? 25              knowledge or belief? 25              knowledge or belief? 25              knowledge or belief? 
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1                        A.     So as I said, I don't remember the1                        A.     So as I said, I don't remember the1                        A.     So as I said, I don't remember the1                        A.     So as I said, I don't remember the
2               specific meeting, but, like, emergency meetings is2               specific meeting, but, like, emergency meetings is2               specific meeting, but, like, emergency meetings is2               specific meeting, but, like, emergency meetings is
3               what they're called whenever it's...whenever a3               what they're called whenever it's...whenever a3               what they're called whenever it's...whenever a3               what they're called whenever it's...whenever a
4               meeting is held on short notice.4               meeting is held on short notice.4               meeting is held on short notice.4               meeting is held on short notice.
5       176.             Q.     Okay, so it was held on short5       176.             Q.     Okay, so it was held on short5       176.             Q.     Okay, so it was held on short5       176.             Q.     Okay, so it was held on short
6               notice.  The Canadian Federation of Students was a6               notice.  The Canadian Federation of Students was a6               notice.  The Canadian Federation of Students was a6               notice.  The Canadian Federation of Students was a
7               topic, a significant topic by the length of time7               topic, a significant topic by the length of time7               topic, a significant topic by the length of time7               topic, a significant topic by the length of time
8               that was being spent.8               that was being spent.8               that was being spent.8               that was being spent.
9                        A.     This is actually a very short9                        A.     This is actually a very short9                        A.     This is actually a very short9                        A.     This is actually a very short
10              meeting for this group of people.  Our meetings tend10              meeting for this group of people.  Our meetings tend10              meeting for this group of people.  Our meetings tend10              meeting for this group of people.  Our meetings tend
11              to be, like, four to six hours.11              to be, like, four to six hours.11              to be, like, four to six hours.11              to be, like, four to six hours.
12      177.             Q.     All right.  So it's a meeting, let's12      177.             Q.     All right.  So it's a meeting, let's12      177.             Q.     All right.  So it's a meeting, let's12      177.             Q.     All right.  So it's a meeting, let's
13              put it, that starts at 12:20 and ends at 3:05.13              put it, that starts at 12:20 and ends at 3:05.13              put it, that starts at 12:20 and ends at 3:05.13              put it, that starts at 12:20 and ends at 3:05.
14                       A.     It was remarkably brief.14                       A.     It was remarkably brief.14                       A.     It was remarkably brief.14                       A.     It was remarkably brief.
15      178.             Q.     Right, so it should be remarkable in15      178.             Q.     Right, so it should be remarkable in15      178.             Q.     Right, so it should be remarkable in15      178.             Q.     Right, so it should be remarkable in
16              your memory.  So what do you recall? 16              your memory.  So what do you recall? 16              your memory.  So what do you recall? 16              your memory.  So what do you recall? 
17                       A.     I have told you I don't remember the17                       A.     I have told you I don't remember the17                       A.     I have told you I don't remember the17                       A.     I have told you I don't remember the
18              specific meeting.  I go to a lot of meetings.  I18              specific meeting.  I go to a lot of meetings.  I18              specific meeting.  I go to a lot of meetings.  I18              specific meeting.  I go to a lot of meetings.  I
19              would have to...19              would have to...19              would have to...19              would have to...
20      179.             Q.     Ms. Ingle, you're telling me that20      179.             Q.     Ms. Ingle, you're telling me that20      179.             Q.     Ms. Ingle, you're telling me that20      179.             Q.     Ms. Ingle, you're telling me that
21              this is the eve of you commencing your petition. 21              this is the eve of you commencing your petition. 21              this is the eve of you commencing your petition. 21              this is the eve of you commencing your petition. 
22                       A.     M'hm.22                       A.     M'hm.22                       A.     M'hm.22                       A.     M'hm.
23      180.             Q.     You start your petition in23      180.             Q.     You start your petition in23      180.             Q.     You start your petition in23      180.             Q.     You start your petition in
24              September.  There is an emergency meeting called in24              September.  There is an emergency meeting called in24              September.  There is an emergency meeting called in24              September.  There is an emergency meeting called in
25              relation to the CFS, an in camera session.  You are25              relation to the CFS, an in camera session.  You are25              relation to the CFS, an in camera session.  You are25              relation to the CFS, an in camera session.  You are
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1               a special guest.  You are telling me you have1               a special guest.  You are telling me you have1               a special guest.  You are telling me you have1               a special guest.  You are telling me you have
2               absolutely no recollection of what was discussed on2               absolutely no recollection of what was discussed on2               absolutely no recollection of what was discussed on2               absolutely no recollection of what was discussed on
3               that particular day? 3               that particular day? 3               that particular day? 3               that particular day? 
4                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     I don't think it4                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     I don't think it4                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     I don't think it4                        MR. MONKHOUSE:     I don't think it
5                        specifies they're special guests.5                        specifies they're special guests.5                        specifies they're special guests.5                        specifies they're special guests.
6666
7       BY MR. BURKE :7       BY MR. BURKE :7       BY MR. BURKE :7       BY MR. BURKE :
8       181.             Q.     They're guests. 8       181.             Q.     They're guests. 8       181.             Q.     They're guests. 8       181.             Q.     They're guests. 
9                        A.     Yes, so that means that I'm not a9                        A.     Yes, so that means that I'm not a9                        A.     Yes, so that means that I'm not a9                        A.     Yes, so that means that I'm not a
10              member of the executive, yes.10              member of the executive, yes.10              member of the executive, yes.10              member of the executive, yes.
11      182.             Q.     The in camera session is with11      182.             Q.     The in camera session is with11      182.             Q.     The in camera session is with11      182.             Q.     The in camera session is with
12              guests. 12              guests. 12              guests. 12              guests. 
13                       A.     M'hm.13                       A.     M'hm.13                       A.     M'hm.13                       A.     M'hm.
14      183.             Q.     You were part of the in camera14      183.             Q.     You were part of the in camera14      183.             Q.     You were part of the in camera14      183.             Q.     You were part of the in camera
15              session.15              session.15              session.15              session.
16                       A.     So as you said, that was a very16                       A.     So as you said, that was a very16                       A.     So as you said, that was a very16                       A.     So as you said, that was a very
17              stressful time.  I was in meetings...17              stressful time.  I was in meetings...17              stressful time.  I was in meetings...17              stressful time.  I was in meetings...
18      184.             Q.     I didn't say it was a stressful18      184.             Q.     I didn't say it was a stressful18      184.             Q.     I didn't say it was a stressful18      184.             Q.     I didn't say it was a stressful
19              time.19              time.19              time.19              time.
20                       A.     Well, sorry, I will say that was a20                       A.     Well, sorry, I will say that was a20                       A.     Well, sorry, I will say that was a20                       A.     Well, sorry, I will say that was a
21              very stressful time for me.  There was a lot going21              very stressful time for me.  There was a lot going21              very stressful time for me.  There was a lot going21              very stressful time for me.  There was a lot going
22              on, and I was going to a lot of meetings with a lot22              on, and I was going to a lot of meetings with a lot22              on, and I was going to a lot of meetings with a lot22              on, and I was going to a lot of meetings with a lot
23              of different people.  I have already told you that I23              of different people.  I have already told you that I23              of different people.  I have already told you that I23              of different people.  I have already told you that I
24              don't recall this specific meeting.  24              don't recall this specific meeting.  24              don't recall this specific meeting.  24              don't recall this specific meeting.  
25                        I have been involved in student politics25                        I have been involved in student politics25                        I have been involved in student politics25                        I have been involved in student politics
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1               for a very long time.  The existence of a meeting is1               for a very long time.  The existence of a meeting is1               for a very long time.  The existence of a meeting is1               for a very long time.  The existence of a meeting is
2               not a unique or rare thing for me.  They're very,2               not a unique or rare thing for me.  They're very,2               not a unique or rare thing for me.  They're very,2               not a unique or rare thing for me.  They're very,
3               very common.3               very common.3               very common.3               very common.
4       185.             Q.     So your evidence, just so I'm clear,4       185.             Q.     So your evidence, just so I'm clear,4       185.             Q.     So your evidence, just so I'm clear,4       185.             Q.     So your evidence, just so I'm clear,
5               is that you have zero recollection of what5               is that you have zero recollection of what5               is that you have zero recollection of what5               is that you have zero recollection of what
6               transpired at that particular meeting.6               transpired at that particular meeting.6               transpired at that particular meeting.6               transpired at that particular meeting.
7                        A.     I don't remember the specific7                        A.     I don't remember the specific7                        A.     I don't remember the specific7                        A.     I don't remember the specific
8               conversations that were held at this meeting on this8               conversations that were held at this meeting on this8               conversations that were held at this meeting on this8               conversations that were held at this meeting on this
9               specific date.  I would have to...9               specific date.  I would have to...9               specific date.  I would have to...9               specific date.  I would have to...
10      186.             Q.     Let's not dance on the head of a pin10      186.             Q.     Let's not dance on the head of a pin10      186.             Q.     Let's not dance on the head of a pin10      186.             Q.     Let's not dance on the head of a pin
11              about the specific recollections and the specific11              about the specific recollections and the specific11              about the specific recollections and the specific11              about the specific recollections and the specific
12              words.  Do you have any general recollections as to12              words.  Do you have any general recollections as to12              words.  Do you have any general recollections as to12              words.  Do you have any general recollections as to
13              what was discussed in the in camera session? 13              what was discussed in the in camera session? 13              what was discussed in the in camera session? 13              what was discussed in the in camera session? 
14                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     Mr. Burke, she has now14                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     Mr. Burke, she has now14                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     Mr. Burke, she has now14                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     Mr. Burke, she has now
15                       answered this question three times.15                       answered this question three times.15                       answered this question three times.15                       answered this question three times.
16      187.             MR. BURKE:     No, she... 16      187.             MR. BURKE:     No, she... 16      187.             MR. BURKE:     No, she... 16      187.             MR. BURKE:     No, she... 
17                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     She does not have a17                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     She does not have a17                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     She does not have a17                       MR. DEL GOBBO:     She does not have a
18                       recollection of this meeting. 18                       recollection of this meeting. 18                       recollection of this meeting. 18                       recollection of this meeting. 
19                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     And now you're asking19                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     And now you're asking19                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     And now you're asking19                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     And now you're asking
20                       for speculation with regard to general20                       for speculation with regard to general20                       for speculation with regard to general20                       for speculation with regard to general
21                       recollection.21                       recollection.21                       recollection.21                       recollection.
22      188.             MR. BURKE:     No, she said, "I don't have22      188.             MR. BURKE:     No, she said, "I don't have22      188.             MR. BURKE:     No, she said, "I don't have22      188.             MR. BURKE:     No, she said, "I don't have
23                       a specific recollection of the specific23                       a specific recollection of the specific23                       a specific recollection of the specific23                       a specific recollection of the specific
24                       things discussed."  So that leads to the24                       things discussed."  So that leads to the24                       things discussed."  So that leads to the24                       things discussed."  So that leads to the
25                       question as to whether or not there is a25                       question as to whether or not there is a25                       question as to whether or not there is a25                       question as to whether or not there is a
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1                        general recollection.1                        general recollection.1                        general recollection.1                        general recollection.
2                        THE DEPONENT:     I do not have a2                        THE DEPONENT:     I do not have a2                        THE DEPONENT:     I do not have a2                        THE DEPONENT:     I do not have a
3                        recollection of what happened on Saturday3                        recollection of what happened on Saturday3                        recollection of what happened on Saturday3                        recollection of what happened on Saturday
4                        the 31st of August in 2013. 4                        the 31st of August in 2013. 4                        the 31st of August in 2013. 4                        the 31st of August in 2013. 
5555
6       BY MR. BURKE :6       BY MR. BURKE :6       BY MR. BURKE :6       BY MR. BURKE :
7       189.             Q.     So you have no general nor any7       189.             Q.     So you have no general nor any7       189.             Q.     So you have no general nor any7       189.             Q.     So you have no general nor any
8               specific recollection.  That's your evidence? 8               specific recollection.  That's your evidence? 8               specific recollection.  That's your evidence? 8               specific recollection.  That's your evidence? 
9                        A.     I do not know what happened on this9                        A.     I do not know what happened on this9                        A.     I do not know what happened on this9                        A.     I do not know what happened on this
10              day. 10              day. 10              day. 10              day. 
11      190.             MR. BURKE:     Thank you very much.  We'll11      190.             MR. BURKE:     Thank you very much.  We'll11      190.             MR. BURKE:     Thank you very much.  We'll11      190.             MR. BURKE:     Thank you very much.  We'll
12                       mark this as an exhibit.  Do we wish to12                       mark this as an exhibit.  Do we wish to12                       mark this as an exhibit.  Do we wish to12                       mark this as an exhibit.  Do we wish to
13                       continue along the line, sort of, of13                       continue along the line, sort of, of13                       continue along the line, sort of, of13                       continue along the line, sort of, of
14                       having... 14                       having... 14                       having... 14                       having... 
15                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I think I'm comfortable15                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I think I'm comfortable15                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I think I'm comfortable15                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     I think I'm comfortable
16                       with that. 16                       with that. 16                       with that. 16                       with that. 
17      191.             MR. BURKE:     That's probably...for17      191.             MR. BURKE:     That's probably...for17      191.             MR. BURKE:     That's probably...for17      191.             MR. BURKE:     That's probably...for
18                       applicants and respondents.  So this will18                       applicants and respondents.  So this will18                       applicants and respondents.  So this will18                       applicants and respondents.  So this will
19                       be Exhibit 6, I think. 19                       be Exhibit 6, I think. 19                       be Exhibit 6, I think. 19                       be Exhibit 6, I think. 
20                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     In terms of sort of as20                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     In terms of sort of as20                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     In terms of sort of as20                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     In terms of sort of as
21                       discussed previously, I mean, these weren't21                       discussed previously, I mean, these weren't21                       discussed previously, I mean, these weren't21                       discussed previously, I mean, these weren't
22                       created by Ash.  I think she is seeing it22                       created by Ash.  I think she is seeing it22                       created by Ash.  I think she is seeing it22                       created by Ash.  I think she is seeing it
23                       now.  Maybe we could identify it and then23                       now.  Maybe we could identify it and then23                       now.  Maybe we could identify it and then23                       now.  Maybe we could identify it and then
24                       have it as an exhibit for Brad, since he is24                       have it as an exhibit for Brad, since he is24                       have it as an exhibit for Brad, since he is24                       have it as an exhibit for Brad, since he is
25                       representing...25                       representing...25                       representing...25                       representing...
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1       192.             MR. BURKE:     Well, she has indicated she1       192.             MR. BURKE:     Well, she has indicated she1       192.             MR. BURKE:     Well, she has indicated she1       192.             MR. BURKE:     Well, she has indicated she
2                        was there.2                        was there.2                        was there.2                        was there.
3                        THE DEPONENT:     No, so what I said is3                        THE DEPONENT:     No, so what I said is3                        THE DEPONENT:     No, so what I said is3                        THE DEPONENT:     No, so what I said is
4                        that that is what it says on the page in4                        that that is what it says on the page in4                        that that is what it says on the page in4                        that that is what it says on the page in
5                        front of me.  I don't remember this5                        front of me.  I don't remember this5                        front of me.  I don't remember this5                        front of me.  I don't remember this
6                        meeting.  I have never seen this piece of6                        meeting.  I have never seen this piece of6                        meeting.  I have never seen this piece of6                        meeting.  I have never seen this piece of
7                        paper before.  So this...7                        paper before.  So this...7                        paper before.  So this...7                        paper before.  So this...
8888
9       BY MR. BURKE :9       BY MR. BURKE :9       BY MR. BURKE :9       BY MR. BURKE :
10      193.             Q.     Are you denying, ma'am, that you10      193.             Q.     Are you denying, ma'am, that you10      193.             Q.     Are you denying, ma'am, that you10      193.             Q.     Are you denying, ma'am, that you
11              were not there? 11              were not there? 11              were not there? 11              were not there? 
12                       A.     No, I said that I don't remember and12                       A.     No, I said that I don't remember and12                       A.     No, I said that I don't remember and12                       A.     No, I said that I don't remember and
13              it says I'm there on the page, but I have never seen13              it says I'm there on the page, but I have never seen13              it says I'm there on the page, but I have never seen13              it says I'm there on the page, but I have never seen
14              this paper before.14              this paper before.14              this paper before.14              this paper before.
15      194.             Q.     Right, and you said you had no basis15      194.             Q.     Right, and you said you had no basis15      194.             Q.     Right, and you said you had no basis15      194.             Q.     Right, and you said you had no basis
16              to disagree that you were there, correct? 16              to disagree that you were there, correct? 16              to disagree that you were there, correct? 16              to disagree that you were there, correct? 
17                       A.     I have also said that I don't17                       A.     I have also said that I don't17                       A.     I have also said that I don't17                       A.     I have also said that I don't
18              remember this meeting.18              remember this meeting.18              remember this meeting.18              remember this meeting.
19      195.             MR. BURKE:     Right, and I want to mark19      195.             MR. BURKE:     Right, and I want to mark19      195.             MR. BURKE:     Right, and I want to mark19      195.             MR. BURKE:     Right, and I want to mark
20                       this as an exhibit. 20                       this as an exhibit. 20                       this as an exhibit. 20                       this as an exhibit. 
21                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     You have all of that in21                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     You have all of that in21                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     You have all of that in21                       MR. MONKHOUSE:     You have all of that in
22                       evidence.  What I am saying is in terms22                       evidence.  What I am saying is in terms22                       evidence.  What I am saying is in terms22                       evidence.  What I am saying is in terms
23                       of...I don't think there is any reason to23                       of...I don't think there is any reason to23                       of...I don't think there is any reason to23                       of...I don't think there is any reason to
24                       continue to go around it.  So we are fine24                       continue to go around it.  So we are fine24                       continue to go around it.  So we are fine24                       continue to go around it.  So we are fine
25                       with it being marked as an exhibit.25                       with it being marked as an exhibit.25                       with it being marked as an exhibit.25                       with it being marked as an exhibit.
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1       196.             MR. BURKE:     Thank you very much.1       196.             MR. BURKE:     Thank you very much.1       196.             MR. BURKE:     Thank you very much.1       196.             MR. BURKE:     Thank you very much.
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6       BY MR. BURKE :6       BY MR. BURKE :6       BY MR. BURKE :6       BY MR. BURKE :
7       197.             Q.     Now, you also said that the7       197.             Q.     Now, you also said that the7       197.             Q.     Now, you also said that the7       197.             Q.     Now, you also said that the
8               canvassers were those who were interested in8               canvassers were those who were interested in8               canvassers were those who were interested in8               canvassers were those who were interested in
9               collecting signatures.  That was your evidence to9               collecting signatures.  That was your evidence to9               collecting signatures.  That was your evidence to9               collecting signatures.  That was your evidence to
10              Mr. Carsten, correct? 10              Mr. Carsten, correct? 10              Mr. Carsten, correct? 10              Mr. Carsten, correct? 
11                       A.     Yes, if they were collecting11                       A.     Yes, if they were collecting11                       A.     Yes, if they were collecting11                       A.     Yes, if they were collecting
12              signatures, then I imagine they had an interest in12              signatures, then I imagine they had an interest in12              signatures, then I imagine they had an interest in12              signatures, then I imagine they had an interest in
13              it.13              it.13              it.13              it.
14      198.             Q.     But how did you identify...how did14      198.             Q.     But how did you identify...how did14      198.             Q.     But how did you identify...how did14      198.             Q.     But how did you identify...how did
15              you know who had an interest in collecting15              you know who had an interest in collecting15              you know who had an interest in collecting15              you know who had an interest in collecting
16              signatures? 16              signatures? 16              signatures? 16              signatures? 
17                       A.     I asked people.17                       A.     I asked people.17                       A.     I asked people.17                       A.     I asked people.
18      199.             Q.     You asked people, okay.  You don't18      199.             Q.     You asked people, okay.  You don't18      199.             Q.     You asked people, okay.  You don't18      199.             Q.     You asked people, okay.  You don't
19              recollect today who you specifically asked? 19              recollect today who you specifically asked? 19              recollect today who you specifically asked? 19              recollect today who you specifically asked? 
20                       A.     I asked many, many people.  As I20                       A.     I asked many, many people.  As I20                       A.     I asked many, many people.  As I20                       A.     I asked many, many people.  As I
21              said, it ended up being, like, I think just under21              said, it ended up being, like, I think just under21              said, it ended up being, like, I think just under21              said, it ended up being, like, I think just under
22              100 people that were involved.  So I asked more than22              100 people that were involved.  So I asked more than22              100 people that were involved.  So I asked more than22              100 people that were involved.  So I asked more than
23              that many people if they were interested in being23              that many people if they were interested in being23              that many people if they were interested in being23              that many people if they were interested in being
24              involved through some communication. 24              involved through some communication. 24              involved through some communication. 24              involved through some communication. 
25      200.             MR. BURKE:     Let's just take a short25      200.             MR. BURKE:     Let's just take a short25      200.             MR. BURKE:     Let's just take a short25      200.             MR. BURKE:     Let's just take a short
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1                        break.  I want to speak to my client. 1                        break.  I want to speak to my client. 1                        break.  I want to speak to my client. 1                        break.  I want to speak to my client. 
2222
3       ---   A BRIEF RECESS3       ---   A BRIEF RECESS3       ---   A BRIEF RECESS3       ---   A BRIEF RECESS
4444
5       ASHLEIGH INGLE , resumed5       ASHLEIGH INGLE , resumed5       ASHLEIGH INGLE , resumed5       ASHLEIGH INGLE , resumed
6       CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BURKE:6       CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BURKE:6       CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BURKE:6       CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BURKE:
7777
8       201.             Q.     Ms. Ingle, you said you had contact8       201.             Q.     Ms. Ingle, you said you had contact8       201.             Q.     Ms. Ingle, you said you had contact8       201.             Q.     Ms. Ingle, you said you had contact
9               with Mr. Katz and Lex Gill.9               with Mr. Katz and Lex Gill.9               with Mr. Katz and Lex Gill.9               with Mr. Katz and Lex Gill.
10                       A.     M'hm.  10                       A.     M'hm.  10                       A.     M'hm.  10                       A.     M'hm.  
11      202.             Q.     Did you have any involvement with11      202.             Q.     Did you have any involvement with11      202.             Q.     Did you have any involvement with11      202.             Q.     Did you have any involvement with
12              Kokobi?12              Kokobi?12              Kokobi?12              Kokobi?
13                       A.     I don't know what that is.13                       A.     I don't know what that is.13                       A.     I don't know what that is.13                       A.     I don't know what that is.
14      203.             Q.     You don't know what that is.  You14      203.             Q.     You don't know what that is.  You14      203.             Q.     You don't know what that is.  You14      203.             Q.     You don't know what that is.  You
15              don't know of any consulting firm by the name of15              don't know of any consulting firm by the name of15              don't know of any consulting firm by the name of15              don't know of any consulting firm by the name of
16              Kokobi? 16              Kokobi? 16              Kokobi? 16              Kokobi? 
17                       A.     I have no idea what that is.17                       A.     I have no idea what that is.17                       A.     I have no idea what that is.17                       A.     I have no idea what that is.
18      204.             MR. BURKE:     All right.  Subject to the18      204.             MR. BURKE:     All right.  Subject to the18      204.             MR. BURKE:     All right.  Subject to the18      204.             MR. BURKE:     All right.  Subject to the
19                       undertakings, those are my questions of Ms.19                       undertakings, those are my questions of Ms.19                       undertakings, those are my questions of Ms.19                       undertakings, those are my questions of Ms.
20                       Ingle.20                       Ingle.20                       Ingle.20                       Ingle.
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